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CHAPTER I

.

INTRODurnON

The problem

This thesis explores the lives of the NaskapiL teenagers ofKawawachikamach2,
Quebec. More specifically, it looks at how the Naslcapi are adapting to and incorporating
the new social category of'the teenager'. Before the advent of European contact the
Naskapi lived as mobile hunrer·gatherers. travelling the interior of what is now the

Quebec-Labrador peninsula. In traditional times youth began learning and practising the

life skills they would need to Icnow to be adults at a very early age, and during this period
adolescence was nor a socially distinct phase with a different set ofcharacteristics.
However, for young Naskapi growing up today the experience of living in the settlement
virtually year round, schooling, the emergence of the peer group as a powerful agent of
socialization, and the influx ofEuro-Canadian culture, especially the teen-specific pop
culture. have introduced them to new types of social roles and ways of living. In the
contemporary context, contrary to the past, adolescence is now associated with a specific
socially recognized phase, that of the 'teenage' stage.

llbe Nasbpi ~ Nonfau Algooquian-spcaki peoples living in the CI5ICm aDd IICIrtbem pans r:ltht
~pcniDsu.la.HistDricalIytbcp:opleinthisarcalllUerdtna:llOastbc~'.

fIaweI.u, in ra:ealyearstbcgrwpslivingin L.abrador. andinDneJ*t5r:1Quebec. ~adoptcdtbc
indigicnDuslllllnC 'lruu'. AithoJgbtbcteml 'Nasbp~ baspm'iwslybccnuscdinabrt8llcrbutamlligucQsSICIISC
(Mailbot 1986), it is oowonlyllSCdforthislocalgn:qMg. mtwillbe50uscd inthistbcsis.
~Hcrcltterrdtna:llDas~

The most puttling thing about this development 'Within the Naskapi life cycle is
that there bas been no anthropological research done on this issue. A general assessment

ofNaskapi teenagers (and other Native teens like the Innu ofLabrador) which has been
made in newspapers and the media is that these teenagers are experiencing an ·identity

crisis·. In conducting research for this thesis I found this term coming up again and again

in much ofthe sociological and psychological literature on youth. I questioned the validity
of the supposed universality of this identity crisis and wondered if there was another way
to examine adolescence. However, when I looked to the anthropological treatment ofthis
subject for some answers, because our discipline rarely deals with adolescence, there was
very little data to be found.

In this thesis I attempt to close the gap which exists between the literature on
Naskapi teenagers and the anthropological study of adolescence. I will provide evidence to
show that, contrary to Western models of adolescence. in which the -identity crisis· is
purported to be a universal feature, in Kawawa there is a different kind of adolescent
e'Cperience. Although Naskapi teenagers are confronted with many problems and

sometimes find that being a teenager is difficult, as will be illustrated in the upcoming
chapters, there are specific cultural filct:ors at play which help to explain why the Naskapi
teenage experience: is not characterised by an identity crisis.

Fieldwork aad methodology
My fieldwork was conducted from May 9 to September I of 1997. Aside from

Figure 1. Map of the Quebec-Labrador Peninsula
SCUrce:

wadden 1991: 2 (ReprintOO by penni.ssion of the autOOr.)
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several one-day or week-end excursions into the bush, I remained in the community for
virtually all ofmy stay. The methodologies I utilized while in the field were varied and
depended upon the panicular setting I was in or the purpose of my investigation. They
included participant observation, formal and informal interviews (most ofwhich were tape
recorded), and I examined a number of files from the Band Council and the Naskapi
Development Corporation. I also kept a journal, made daily notes in numerous jottings'
books, and more complete descriptions of my observations were recorded in my
fieldnotes.

Since I did not want the Naskapi to see me as just another researcher who asks
questions. and because I wanted to allow them the opportunity to get to know wiry I was
living in their community, for the first few weeks of my stay in Kawawa I did not ask
many questions.

Instead. I assumed the role of research subject, answering their many

inquiries about my family, place of origin, purpose for being there, and marital status.
During the beginning of my stay I also took nightly walks around the reserve, which made
me more viSIble and allowed the Naskapi to become used to my presence. These walks,
especially those taken late at night, were also opportune times to see and meet with the

teenagers, who always seemed to be walking around.

Panicipating in as many local events as often as possible was another way for me
to observe and interact with the teens. I helped organize the Summer Youth Program, I
supervised the evening activities at the school gym, went on a number of fishing trips,

attended commu.rUty feasts, weddings. a funeral, and the high: school graduation. Through

this kind of involvement I was able to get a more complete picture ofbow the teens
behaved and thought about a range ofactivities. It also enabled me to show my genuine
concern for life in Kawawa as a member of the community and not just as "the
anthropologist" .

Initially through members ofmy family, and then later on my own. I began to
"hang out" with the teenagers. We would walk around the community, go to the gym after
supper to watch floor hockey or some other sporting activity, I would give some ofthem
cigarenes. and in general we would just talk. These first experiences with the teens were
important because I began to get an idea of what was important to them and bow they
expressed themselves. This allowed me to think about what kinds of topics I should ask
them about. both in our daily conversations. and later on in my interviews.

The interviews I conducted with the teenagers took place during the last two
months ofmy stay in

Kawawa. In each case a written consent form was given to the teens

and I gave them the option to sign it or to give me a verbal acknowledgement that they

agreed to participate. While I tried to let our discussions follow the flow of the teenagers'
comments and answers as much as possible, I did have three main subjects of interest that
[ focused on in my interviews. These topics were: (1) goals for and aspirations for the
future; (2) dating, sexuality, and gender relations; and (3) the bush 3nd Naskapi history. In
total I interviewed fifteen teenagers. eight girls and seven boys. The duration of the

interviews varied from under half an hour to over an hour and a half. Although some were

rdatively short, after our interviews many ofthe teenagers would often hang around in my
room, looking at my pictures. compact disks, or other things I brought from borne. These
post-interview discussions were very imponant to my understanding ofthe teens because

during this time they usually elaborated on topics we had touched on in our interviews.,
while also filling me in on more mundane, yet equally important, details of their daily
routines.

Along with the teenagm, I also interviewed eleven adults (people who were
between 20-50 years of age) and three elders. The majority ofthe individuals in this
second interview group were tape recorded, but some felt more comfortable when I wrote
out notes of our conversation by hand. As I was interested to understand how the older
members ofNaskapi society felt about the teenagers, during these interviews I would
often ask my infonnants about their own adolescence, as well as their opinions about the
current group of teenagers. Within this group [talked to a number ofpeople who had
direct contact with youth in the community. These included the police chief, the youth
outreach worker, social workers, and addiction counsellors. My understanding ofteens

and their place within the community and their families was also informed through casual
convenations with the school principalsJ, teachers, the local Anglican minister, people
who were employed at the Dispensary. and many parents.

JouriDa: Ihc SUlnmef I was in Kav4w.l1hc gcndcman who bad been the priDcipat for almo5l: tweUy years
idl tbc:commamity aRllllllthcr local manrmumcd Ihc rcspoosibility.1t was ~ usdW: to IaIIr.: lO blMthe
oppornmitytolalklOtbesc1DCDandlOo::mperethelO:DlFS'~ollhcrwopriDl:ipds.

I was given permission by people in the band office and the Naskapi Development
Corporation to go through their files of past research, archival

material. minutes ofcouncil

meetings, and a host ofother information. This proved to be a useful research method

because from looking at these documents I was able to get a sense of the important
events, problems. and developments which have shaped the 10caI history ofKawawa over
the past few years. During the long hours I spent sifting through these bo)l;es and files I
paid careful attention to note, photocopy, and when poSSJble discuss with the employees
or parents who were present, any important data pertaining to the teenagers.

Chapter oudiae

This thesis is divided into seven separate chapters. [n the introductory chapter I
have presented the central research 'problem' and discussed the fieldwork methodology 1

used while in the field.

Chapter two, which deals with the theoretical issues pertaining to the present
study, begins with a presentation of the Western theory ofthe adolescent identity, and is
followed by a review of the anthropoJogicalliterature on adolescence. We conclude with a
di.scussion of the Naskapi model ofadolescence, in which data is provided to help explain
why Naskapi teens do not go through an identity crisis, as the adolescent is seen to

experience in the Western models.

Chapter three introduces us to the setting and provides an historical overview. as
weD as a description of community life and social organization among the Naskapi today.

Here I give an account oflife during the pre-settlement period, the fur trade era, and I
outline the events which led to the move to settled life for the Naskapi. We also look at
the influence of the James Bay and Nonhero Quebec Agreement (c. 1975) and the North

Eastern Quebec Agreement (c.1978) for the Naskapi., primarily as it relates to the
establishment ofKawawachikamach. The second portion of the chapter presents the
community ofl(awawa and the contemporary fonns of social organization which exists
among the Naskapi today.

The differences between traditional and modem processes of maturation and family
life are discussed in the founh chapter oflhis thesis. The teenagers' ideas about coming of
age and adulthood,. as weD as society's "use~ of the term 'teenager' are also looked at.
FoDowing this. the example ofteenage motherhood is used as a vehicle through which
some ofthe major changes in familial structure are illustrated.

In chapter five the complex SlIbjeeu of sexuality. gender issues. and the Naskapi
fonn of what we might tenn "dating-, 'wiichaawaaw'. are discussed. The opening section
covers the traditional fonns of these social relations. I then describe the teenage system of

'wiichaawaaw' and attempt to explain the function of tile variables that are at play in these

relationships with the opposite sex. Two vignettes are then presented. in which we see
how these three subjects are dealt with in daily life by the teens and their families.

The final ethnographic chapter deals with the role ofthe bush in teenage life.
Chapter six begins with a brief discussion oftbe impact ofme NOM Eastern Quebec
Agreement on bush activity. Next. I look at what constitutes the teenage experience of tile
bush, the pattern ofdecreased time spent in the bush by teens. and how the teenagers

express the imPOl1ance of the bush way oflife. I also examine some of the connections my
young informants make between the hunting camp way oflife. the settlement. and their
culture. Then, in the last section, entitled "waiting to learn", I show how the teenagers

figure within the contemporary Naskapi system of acquiring bush knowledge and
experience.

Chapter seven is my conclusion. Here I refamiliarize the reader with the theoretical issues
which were brought to light through my thesis.

CHAPTER O-IS TIlER!; AN IDENTITY CRISIS?· A TIJEOREUCAL msgJSSION

lntroduetioa

As mentioned in the previous chapter, adolescence has been. and to a certain

degree still is. an much neglected area of study within anthropological discourse. For most
ofthis century the fields of sociology and psychology have dominated the analysis.
Perhaps the most influential figure in the history of adolescent studies is psychologist G.
Stanley Hall (1904), who is credited with

~discovering~ adolescence.

He maintained that

the sturm unci drang associated with this period was rooted in biology, and as such
adolescence was said to be a universal human condition. Fellow psychologist Erik
Erikson's infamous notion ofthe adolescent

~identity crisis~

perpetuated Hall's stonn and
R

stress model. Over time, owing to the influence of Erikson and Hall's models. the
R

emotional turmoil and personal searching for one's identity which was said to define the
adolescent experience became adopted as universal features of the phase.

The application of these universal characteristics to societies which are culturaUy
distinct from the Western world is problematic because different OJltures have their own
unique fonns of adolescence and identity formation. Yet, because anthropology has not
given much attention to local or folk models of adolescence, those wishing to study the
phenomenon cross-culturaUy are often forced to rely on the Western models put forth by
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scholars like Erikson and Hall. In this chapter I wish to redress the gap which exists

between, on the one band, the anthropological study of adolescence and local processes of
identity formation. and on the other lwtd, the Western or universal notions ofadolescent
identity, specifically Erikson's theory of the identity crisis.

We begin with a discussion of Erikson's model of the adolescent identity
formation, which is followed by a review ofanthropology's contribution to the study of
adolescence. The final section of the chapter presents the cultural factors which influence
the process of identity formation among Naskapi teens and create the conditions for an
adolescent identity which. contrary to Erikson's paradigm, is not characterized by an
identity crisis.

Erikso. aDd ideatity Cormatioa

Working from a Freudian psychoanalytical perspective, Erikson argues that the
process of identity formation is a universal phenomenon which is marked by a series of
stages. These -Eight Ages ofMan- ~ represent the different periods of psycho-social
development one encounters throughout hislher life cycle. The stages are sequential, each
one building on the previous one. moving the individual closer to identity achievement.
Accompanying each developmental phase is the identity crisis, one for each stage. During
the identity crisis. which Erikson holds to be a normative element of identity formation.

'loteratiDgIy. Erikson's '"Eight Ages of Man- azesomcwhat similar to lDCIdcl$of
dcvelopmentespouscd in the middle ages (see Aries 1962:21-22 for a oomparison).
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the individual is involved in a process of personal exploration and conunitment to one's

ctwlging social role and psychological state (Erikson 1968:22-23). In making his claim of

universality Erikson incofponltes all of these key ingredients; arguing that eacb successive
stage and crisis have a relation to one of the basic elements of society, and it is for this

reason that the human life cycle and man's institutions have evolved together (Erikson
1950:250t

For Erikson the adolescent phase is [he most pivotal time of identity formation
because it is when an individual develops an integrated image ofhislherselfas a unique

person. He writes:
~In

no other stage of the life cycle are the promise of finding oneselfand

the threat oflosing oneselfso closely allied" (1963:10).

Adolescence is a particularly dangerous period because the crisis associated with this
phase involves the deepest levels of personal exploration. The more one explores the more
one is injeopardy ofdeveloping psychological symptoms associated with low levels of ego
strength, such as mood swings, uncenainty, and rebelliousness (KidweU d. a1.1995:785-

786). This crisis is also somewhat risky because it has long term significance. The

sequential nature of the stages involved in identity formation implies that passage to the
next phase is dependent on one's achievement in the previous level. thus a successfu.l
~Infact,writingofthceigbth~bo-sociaIcrisis,thatof'integrily\lS.dapair'Eriksoosays
~thaI a wise lJldian.a true genlleman. and a ~ peasant dlateand ru:opize in one anotlIetthc final
stageofiotegrilyeven tbougbthc'partirolarstyle ofintcgrity' mayvazy ac:am1ing 10 'Itistotic:aI place"
(citcdinO'Doo.ne1J.I985:14).
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_...

resolution of the adolescent identity crisis is also imperative to the completion of all

Erikson's model of adolescent identity formation may suit Western cultures.,
particularly the industrial world, in which the complex division of labour places great
pressure on adolescents to choose. 'career' in order to begin the preparation for
adulthood. However, in non-industrial societies., these kinds ofchoices about future
identity may not be required. Such is the case with the Naskapi, and as our later discussion

will illustrate, this difference in the maturation process lends itselfto an adolescent identity
that may not fit into Erikson's supposedly universal panadigm.

Anlhropology and adoleKenc:e

While anthropologists have always been interested in how people go through the
various stages oflhe life cycle, in general, our discipline has not focused much attention
on the adolescent phase as an important time in and of itself Margaret Mead's nine month
study of adolescent girls in Samoa in the late 1920's was one oftbe first attcrnpts made by
an anthropologist to understand the nature of adolescence and how the phenomenon
varies cross-culturally. In Coming ofAge in Samoa (1928), Mead soughl to test the
"storm and stress" model put fonh by Hall. She wanted 10 see if the emotional and
psychological turmoil which was said to be experienced by America's youth was due to the

nature ofadolescence. or because they were adolescents in America (ibid. :6-7). Her
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results, which were to be mirrored in her later study in New Guinea6 were as follows:

"With the exception of'the few cases to be discussed in the next chapter,
adolescence represented no period of'crisis or stress. but was instead an
orderly developing ora set of'slowly maturing interests and activities. The
girls' minds were perplexed by no conflicts. troubled by no philosophical
queries, beset by 00 remote ambitions... ~ (1928:87).

As imponarn as her findings are to the anthropological study of adolescence, her

Samoan work has been widely scrutinized. Her most notable critic is fellow anthropologist
Derek Freeman, who argues that not only

was Mead duped by her female informants, but

her ~special investigation~ of'the sexual behaviour of adolescent girls was never
undenaken (1996:x:ii). Nevenheless, her research on adolescent identity represents a
victory for the power ofcuIture over biology in determining the nature of this period. As
such, Mead's work is very pertinent to my aim in this chapter, which is to illustrate the
differences between Erikson's model ofthe adolescent identity and that of the Naskapi.

In the yean following her work in Samoa Mead continued to have a keen interest
in maturation, socialization, and the powerlUl role played by culture in shaping these areas
of life, yet very few anthropologists followed her lead in taking on new adolescent studies.

~erring again to adokscent girls, Mead ~ : "Except rOl" the uDusuaI. iollUSion ofa
brie( pe:nalty-riddensexafrair,lbeseyean:arenotyean:ofstormandstre5S. OOfaJetbeyyearsofplacid
unf"oldingoftbe persotWity.... (1942:111).
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Until the culture and personality or psychological anthropology school began looking at
adolescence many decades later. it was the British and American sociologists who took up
the cause. Research during this era (1930's.-196O's), generally fomsed on issues ofeWs.
delinquency. sub oottures., the education system, and pop cuItuce. Terms such as -youth
culture- and -teenager" were just beginning to be widespread. The phenomenon of youth
culture was being described as an alternative to the DOrms prescribed by the adult world.
Teeoagcrs. through their large numerical presence and new found roles as consumers.
were seen as having a hand in creating their own image or style. Although this work: did
much to open our eyes to some of the conditions ofadolesccnt life, teenagers were still
generally perceived as a marginal group, and there was little emphasis placed on their
importance to, and within, society.

With the rise of the influential Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
(C.C.C.S.) at Birmingham University, however, came more concerted efforts by social
scientists 10 analyze the place of young people within society and their own peer groups.
While the themes were similar to those focused on in the earlier sociological studies, there
was a move away from viewing young people merely in tenos of their purchasing power
as consumers or as conforming to peer group styles., behaviour, and the images of popular
culture. As many of the C.c.C.S. members were working within Marxist and semiological
frameworks. youth became seen as creating their own cultural identities through the active
resistance ofdominant societal trends (ex. Willis 1977; Brake 1980,1988; Cohen 1972;
Hall and Jefferson 1976).
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Perhaps the most represenwive example of this body of work is Paul Wtllis'
(1977) celebrated Learning to Labour. in which the contradictions of the educational

system among working class youth are exposed. Wlllis shows that on the one band. the
youth are able to use their social backgrounds to confront school officials and apparently
have a great deal ofcontrol over the course oftheir school experiences. However, the
irony of the situation is that those same life conditions used in their confrontation (i.e.
values, labour, class) are channeUed through the education system in such a way that
young people are aetualIy participating in the reproduction of the inequities present in the
British socio-economic system.

While the C.C.C.S. studies such as Willis' were important contributions to
understanding lhe situation ofyoulh in society, due to the limited applicability of much of
the work and the tendency of its memben to exclude the topics ofethnicity and gender,
the group came under considerable criticism. More recently. however. in her book

Feminism and Youth Culture-From 'Jackie'to 'Just Seventeen: former contributor to the
centre, Angela McRobbie attempts a more critical study ofthe fonnerly downplayed issues
of subcultures and identity among young women (also see Willis 1990).

Although not a part of the C.C.C.S., The Myth ofDe/inquency(1979) by
anthropologist Elliot Leyton deserves mention in this context. Concerned with the
misunderstood nature of so--caUed "delinquent" youth living in reform schools in Atlantic
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Canada, Leyton provides a penetrating look at the meaning in, and function ot:
delinquency. He finds that while the intervening facton of social class and familial neglect
affect the experience ofthese youth, it is basically society who ought to be held
resporwble. Society creates conditions which are ripe for destructive behaviour, but we
offer no solution or compassion for the troUbled youth. Leyton's sensitive analysis is not
only convincing, it is also one of the first anthropological works to take adolescents
seriously, as a group to be studied in their own right.

Generally speaking, it has only been in the last two decades or so that adolescence
and the teenage years have become more prominent topics of research within
anthropology. In 1981 one of the first projects on the teenage experience among Canada's
Aboriginal peoples was produced, saUy Cooper Cole's Bored in The Arctic: The Mockm

Experience ofInuit Youth. Working out ofthe Resolute Bay area in the North West
Territories (NWT). Cole explores teenage values, behaviour, and aspirations within the
context of Inuit adaptation to modernization and industrialization in the Canadian Arctic
(l981:iii).

Perhaps the most interesting correlation between Cole's work and my own is the
issue oftbe social position of youth. She looks at Inuit youth in the broad socia-political
context ofmodemization. and finds that their marginal status is directly related to the
marginal position of Inuit within Canadian society. In my own study ofNasJcapi teens [too
found that they are, to a certain degree. nwginalized. However, as discussed later on in
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this chapter, among the teens of Kawawa, their marginality is, in large part. due to the
negative perception held oftbem by memben ofthe:ir own society.

Another important addition to the study ofteen&gen among Canadian Native
people is Catherine lames' 1992 work in the Cree community ofMistissini, Quebec.

James, who focuses on the rising number ofpremarital teen pregnancies. argues that
teenage pregnancy is a product ofboth culture change and continuity. In order to explain
this phenomenon she looks at the decreased pressure to marry, the decline in early
marriages. and she also recognizes the importance of the new adolescent phase in this
context.

Some of lames' findings which have a direct bearing on the present account
revolve around the intergenerational attitudes toward the adolescent phase. From
interviews with Mistissini women ofvarious ages and life experiences, she documents how
the cultural conceptualization of the 'teenage' category has evolved. The older women
criticize the younger females for not knowing enough and not maturing at an early enough
age. However, as she notes. their comments do not reveal an acknowledgement of a new
phase oflife, the girls are simply not as prepared as they would have been in the past. The
middle aged women on the other hand, those who had been teenagers during the
transitional time when residential schools., welfare, and lhe cash economy were introduced
into Cree life, clearly identified with a teenage stage and saw it as a time of personal
growth and excitement. The group ofyoung women and older teens also distinguish and
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associate themselves with the teenage experience; they arc indeed living it.

In her discussion of the social maturation among Cree teens, James finds that
although they must deal with a number of conf)jcting issues, the teens do Dot appear to
experience high degrees ofpsyclx>logical stress or emotional imbalance, which could be
attributed to an identity crisis. She writes:

-the passage into adulthood involves more than resolving a clash between
two cultures. Cree adolescents are equally engaged in managing two

sometimes conf)jcting sets ofsocial relations and in interpreting and
responding to significant aspects ofCree culture : the social ethics ofgroup
Iwmony and behaviour, valuation of parenting and family, and the ethics
and practices of bush life- (ibid.:9S).

Thus. as James makes clear, as Cree teens come of age and are involved in the process of
interpreting their world, they are attempting to manage and make sense out of the
diversities within larger Cree identity, a process which is not synonymous with not
Icnowing one's own personal identity.

Perhaps the most significant anthropological contribution to the study of
adolescence is that of the Harvard Adolescent Project. In the early 1980's., under the
direction of esteemed anthropologists John and Beatrice Whiting, a number of field sites
around the world were chosen and a cross-cultural study of adolescence was conducted,
usually by researchers who were familiar with each respective area. The preferred field
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locales were bounded microcommunities, such as a band, bamlet, or neighbourhood. and
typic:ally consisted of between 30-40 households. The destinations ofethnographic
investigations arc varied and include: Holman Island in the Canadian arctic; northern
Australia; an island in south west Thailand; a central province in Kenya; southern Nigeria;

the Romanian foothills; and central Morocco.

The treatment of adolescence found among the diverse range of cultures was quite
varied, and for the sake of empirical accuracy the researchers decided to select the age of
the females' first menarche as the starting point of adolescence. As boys tend to mature
approximately two years later than girls., to calculate the onset of male adolescence two
years were added to the female ages in each respective setting. In their efforts to
operationalize a definition of adolescence the team decided on a very general description:

-the transitional period between the end ofchildhood and the attainment of adult social
status· (Whiting and Whiting 1987:xii, in Condon 1987). Upon conclusion offieldwork:
and data analysis, a series of ethnographies were published, entitled Adolescents In A

Changing World.

Ofall works included in the Harvard series, the two most useful to the present
discussion are Richard Condon's (1987) study of the lnuit youth of Holman Island. and the
work on female adolescents in northern Australia by Victoria Burbank (1988). Condon's
work: is significant because he discusses the changes which have occurred in the phase of
adolescence among the Inuit from more traditional times. However, while noting the many
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new and often diffiaJ1t pressures Inuit youth are subjected to, Condon 6nds the Holman
teenagers to be quite weU--adjusted. resilient individuals. As was the case with James' work
among Cree teenagers, the Inuit youth ofHolman island appear to go through their own
culturally specific process of manuation.. one which does not feature some of the
supposedly univenaJ features ofadolescence.

Butbank's research is especially pertinent to my work because while focusing
primarily on the issues of sexuality and marriage. she also looks at the introduction of a
new social phase in the Aborigine culture, that of-maidenhood-. Maidenhood is defined
as the period between the beginning offenility and motherhood (1988:4). As with the
Naskapi,. prior to resettlement and a host ofother cultural changes associated with
modernization.. the northern Australians did not have a distinct adolescent phase. Although
she only covers the female adolescent experience, her work stands as a valuable
contribution to the fidd.

Many of Burbank's findings are similar to what I observed among the Naskapl
especially those pertaining to intergenerationai interpretations of courtship and changing
familial relations. For instance, given that contemporary marriage patterns and dating

practices are different from the tnlditional ways (i,e. girls are marrying later and dating for
a much longer period oftime than in the past), adolescent sexuality cannot be sanctioned
by the same social controls and cultural customs as they were in the past. In both Kawawa
and Burbank's Mangrove, this aeates much strain between family members and parents,
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although they may admit to having similar experiences when they were young, often
distance tbemsdves from the apparently different 'maidens' or teenagers (ibid.:60-61 ,8182). Burbank also says that many of the new innovations which are fast becoming a part of
adolescence at Mangrove "appear to be inventions of the young" (ibid.:40). Hence the
'maidens' are active participants in the creation of their social experience as adolescents.

TJris is an imponant observation because it coincides with some of the emerging trends in
anthropology which acknowledge the role ofyoung peoples' agency and their participation

in the creation of their own cultural experience.

In their comprehensive study ofadolescence in 138 preindustrial societies, Schlegel
and Barry (1991) use a cross-cuJturaI method similar to that of the Harvard project.
Unlike Aries' (1962) assertion that adolescence is a very new occurrence, these authors
treat it as a universal social and cultural phenomenon. Working within the life-coucse and
life-span tradition Schlegel and Barry focus on reproduction, seeing it as the key to both
the emergence of social adolescence. as weU as societal recognition of this development
(ibid.:207-208). AJthough the cases in this sample represent "a world that has vanisbed"
(ibid.:200), the writers do offer some comment on adolescence in modernizing societies or
those experiencing rapid culture change, which will be touched on below.

As with many studies dealing with the effects ofculture change Schlegel and Barry
make note of tile widespread impact of schooling, the influence ofwestem culture, and the
interrelated decrease in parental authority. Perhaps even more interesting are their findings
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related to adolescent identity, when they DOte that the researchers involved in their study:
-have failed to find the Stvrm und Drang tha! supposedly characterizes
adolescence in Western society, nor does it generally seem to characterize
adolescence in modernizing societies either" (ibicL205).

The autho~ then cite Davis and Davis (I989), two members of the Harvard Adolescent
Project who worked with Moroccan youth. Their work is included here because it
represents ethnographic evidence which illustrates the how inappropriate the application
ofWestem models of identity formation to non-western societies can be. Davis and Davis

(1989:182) write:

-Erikson's account ofan adolescent beleaguered by contradictory role
expectations sounds like it would work weU in the rapidly changing
Moroccan setting, but we in fact have not seen much oftbe
confusion~ ofwhich

~role

Erikson writes. Zay.iya youth seem to us surprisingly

good at negotiating the twists and tums of daily life".

Hence in these two works., the Harvard Project and Schlegel and Barry's

Adolescence-An Anthropological Inquiry, we see data which supports the study of
adolescent identity and experience through loca.I contexts and indigenous models.
Moreover, when discussing the merits of the anthropological approach to the study of
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adolescence (namely our belief that adolescents not only preparation for adult roles. it is
also a time during which young people are often making imponant contributions to their
society), Schlegel and Barry also say that adolescence can be studied as a stage sui genens
rather than as simply a marginal or transitional period (1991:6 emphasis added). The
imponanee of such statements must be underscored. Not only are they some ofthe few
examples within anthropological

discourse.. but they also represent ethnographic proof

which supports our assertion that we must go beyond well worn Western paradigms to

uncover the underlying local Of" folk features and structures of such phenomenon.

One ofthe most recent additions to the anthropological study of adolescence is the
1995 pub[jcation Youth Cultures-A. Cross-CulturaJ Perspective, edited by Vered AmitTalai and Helena Wulff. In this collection of ethnographic studies from Canada, Britain.
the Netherlands, Nepal, Algena.. and the Solomon Islands the authors challenge the
traditional oouons of youth as [jminal or deviant. Wulffoutlines their approach by saying
~There is

above all a consistent theoretical concern to show how young people are active

agents-in different ways and with varying force-in the construction of the meanings and
symbolic forms which make up their cultures~ (Wulff 1995:1). This volume is very useful

because., along with the Harvard Project, it is one of only a handful of studies which focus
on youth in modernizing societies, in which we are just beginning to see the effects of the
changing ~adolescent· category. Also, as they write about issues ofglobalization,
creolization, and cultural production, all of which play an important pan in the lives ofthe
ethnically diverse youth included in this book, the authors also contneute to the wider
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trend within anthropology, that

of~rewriting cuJtme~

(ibid.:2).

The Naslulpi mood o( adoles«at ideatity

As mentioned at the outset ofthis chapter, the: particuJar demands placed on young

people in Western society to decide their futures during adolescence may engender a
process ofidentity formation similar to the one outlined by Erikson. However, due to a

number of intervening factors., the development ofNaskapi adolescent identity, both in the
past and today, does not depend on those same kinds ofpressures. In this section. I will

draw upon some ethnographic data from my research to elucidate some of the most
important cuJtural factors which help explain the unique process of identity formation
among Naskapi teens today.

First, there is the issue ofthe adolescent phase itself. Before the advent of
European contact, social organization among the Naskapi was defined by, and depended
on, interdependence between group members. No one individual could survive on his own
and the group relied on each individual for the survival ofall (Henriksen 1973:42-43). At
an early age children were taught and began practising the sJcills they would need 10 know
to be functioning members of society. Since the division oflabour was simply along
gender tines children were basically born into their social roles. Ifyoo were a boy you
were a hunter, if a girl you wcre a mother and provider (Levesque et. a1. 1996(b):2S,27).
Although young people became adults at an early age, they had important social and
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economic responssbilities which had to be mastered before they could obtain full adult

status. Hence, while adolescence was not a time of searching for one's social role and
sense of identity, it was an important time ofgrowth and learning.

Much has now changed and there clearly is a

new 'teenage' stage. However, with

regard to the absence of a personal search for one's social role, there exists a parallel

between the youth ofthe past and the teens oftoday. In traditional times one did oot need
to plan for the future because there were few options available. Yet today, although lhere
are more options., as we will see, there are other factors at play which affect why the
teenagers do not prepare for their adult roles during this period.

The teens' ideas about the future and the fact that they do not appear to realize

their aspirations or goals are the second points we need to consider as we assess Naskapi
teenage identity. When asked about the future, most teens say they do not know what they
want to do. some mention having a job, going to college, and others just want to graduate
high school. Although they cite these things as possibilities for the future, the reality ofthe
situation is quite different. Only a small percentage of teens graduate high school each
year and those that do are at least two years older than the national average graduating
age. Similarly. given the large numbers ofteens and t!leir genera11ack: of incentive to
participate in the job creation strategies that are available in Kawawa, when the current
generation of teens reach employable age, it is probable that few will aetuaIly seek or
maintain jobs. Going to coUege is another thing some spoke of as a poSSIbility for the
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futwe, but given the high drop out rate., this goal is rarely achieved. When these factors

are combined with the general dislike of the pressures they see as defining adulthood. the
teens have no desire to move beyond their current stage. '

lbc:re are additional features of the Naskapi value system and familial organizatioo
which affect the teenagers' attitudes about the future. The stroog value that continues to

be placed by the Naskapi on the personal autonomy of others, which results in the
distinctly non-authoritarian Naskapi form of parental guidance, also helps account for why
the teens do not appear to make preparations for their prospective social roles. Although

parents want their teens to do well for themselves, and often criticize them when they do
not do so, many do not interfere or push their children to be successful. Also, similar to
the first vignette described at the end of chapter five., because many parents are oct
familiar with the different kinds of socio-economic or academic options available today,
they are at a loss as to how to instruct their teens to succeed in these new roles.

Another element at play which helps to explain the teens' reluctance to make future
plans is the fact that there is, as yet, no approved social role for the teenagers which is
validated by the rest of society. We know that in the past one's social role was basically
defined at birth. Yet today. because of mandatory schooling, living virtuaUy year~round in

the settlement, which leads to a group ofteens who arc now a major source of

'Tbere is a p05sib&e explanation for this siruation ~w. and ODC which makes sense for lbe
teens. Giventhalamoa8adu1l$lbete~higb nuesofunemploymeJtt, )lIllbkmdriDkiDg,1tousing
sbonages, and spousal cooD.iCllbe SlralCgyofremaiDiog teenagl:rsas Ioagas possible mayacruallybc ill
tbeirbest inlerest, because lbey~ delaying lbeonsetoflhewelfarcccollOllty lbeyscearouDcl tbem
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socialization, and access to EurcH:anadian culture, specifically pop culture, there are
many

new features of adolescence. There are now many more divuse social roles to

choose from and to define oneself against. Contrary to Erikson's model, OOwever, this
variety of possible social roles does DOt necessarily imply that the teens are unsure ofwhat
their identities are. Rather, it is the older generation ofNaskapi woo see the status of this
group as problematic, not the teens themselves.

The adults and elders in Kawawa generally view the teenagers as immatuce, as
incapable of doing what youth in the past did, and they are often seen as not -doing
anything- with their lives. In patticu1ac, they are criticized for DOt going to the bush
enough, for not going to church, for not getting married before having children and for not
helping out with conununity projects or activities. However, the underlying components of
this criticism-economics, spirituality, marriage and the family, and communal bettermentmark difficult changes that are being experienced by the whole ofNaskapi society, not just

the teenagers. Adults in general. find themselves disillusioned with the effects of socioeconomic change. and are unable to conceptualize a new social role for teenagers, and as
explained more fully in chapter four, they perceive the present teen role as unfulfilling.

The final point to be made about the difference between Naskapi teenage identity
and Erikson's modd of adolescent identity involves an issue which is rarely given much
serious consideration by writers of adolescence in general, that of the -fun- aspect ofbeing
a teenager. From the description of teenage life in the chapter which deals with coming of
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age and changing family dynamics, we know that Naskapi teens generally see this time of
life as fun However, here I am referring to the fact that drinking. trying drugs, and
experimenting with sex are enjoyable and exciting activities in and of themsdves., and they
are not always. as Erikson might argue. indicators ofpsychologjcal maladju.stment. This
point ought to be kept in mind because, as Beauvais DOtes (1992:62), it can prevent us

from single-mindedJy placing teenagers, even those like the Naskapi who have been
greatly affected by socio-cultural change, in the catch-all category of adolescents who are
devoid ofa sense of identity.

Coaclu,ioD

In this chapter I have presented the Western model of adolescent identity and
discussed the anthropological contribution to the area of adolescence. In the section
dealing with the Naskapi model of adolescence, I have attempted to show that although
the teens do not make serious attempts to prepare for their future adult roles, as they
would be seen to do in Erikson's theory, this does not necessarily imply that they are
experiencing an identity crisis or that they do not have a sense of who they are. Instead,
there are specific cultural factors at play which help explain this situation. Since Naskapi
adolescen« was traditionally not a time of searching for one's social role, and because
there is no definite social role for the

t~er today,

as there is in modem industrial

societies. there is not the same kind ofcultural precedent for the teens to plan for their
future. There is also the relative lack of authoritarian guidance from the parents. These
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factors create a situation in which the teens are reluctant to prepare for adulthood.

This outline ofNaskapi adolescence represents an alternative model which.
contrary to Erikson's theory, is not defined by an identity crisis. In the ensuing chapters we
will be presented with data which will help to contextualize the points raised in the
Naskapi model, and we will see that this is a much more satis&etory explanation of the
process of coming of age among the Naskapi than tha1 of the Western or universal
paradigms.
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CHAPTER W- HISTORICAL OVERVIEW & mE SETIJNG

hnroductioD

In this chapter we look at the various sociaI, economic. and historical conditions
which have shaped the cultural development of the Naskapi. Locating the Naskapi in time
and space helps to create a data baseline from which we can relate certain circumstances

oCthe past with those seen in the present to better understand not only how the two relate.
but also to trace any cultural patterns which may exist. This section opens with a historical
overview. including a discussion of pre-settlement times. a brief sketch of the development
and usage oCthe term 'Naskapi'. the difficult and somewhat tragic Naskapi involvement in
the fur trade. and the events leading up to the establishment oCtheir own community. The

second pan ofthe chapter deals with social organization among the Naskapi today, as well
as a description ofK.awawachikamach itself

Historial overview

the presettlement eTa and the term 'Naskap;'

The Naskap~ as Algonkian speaking hunters and gatherers, have inhabited the
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north-easterly portions of the Quebec-Labrador peninsula for thousands ofyean. Their
territory covers two ecological zones. the upper subarctic and mid arctic, and is
characterized by a mixture ofb1ack spruce., various lichens. stretches of alpine tundra, and
many interior lakes and rivers. This terrain provided the nomadic Naskapi with 1acge game.,
primarily caribou. which they pursued in the winter and fall seasons. During the spring and
summer various species of fish were caught., along with smaller fur-bearing animals and
wates-fowl.

Prior to settlement the basic social. political. and economic unit for the Naskapi
was the family (Cooke 1976:5). At this time their social activities essentially mirrored the
wider pattern inherent in their subsistence cycle of seasonal transhumance. In the summer
several families would gather together at choice harvesting spots and it was a time of
communal celebrations. courting, and a chance for families to be reacquainted with
relatives. Life during the winter and fall was quite different. At this time ofyear people
dispersed into groupings of 1-3 families and travelled by foot to places like Indian House
Lake on the George River to await the caribou (Van Stone 1984;2; Tanner 1944:669).

However. Naskapi dependence on the caribou stemmed beyond developing an
extremely specialized adaptation to what was essentially a single resource economy. the
canbou was also at the heart ofNaskapi cosmology and cultural values and belief systems.
As such, great respect

was shown to the canbou and other animal spirits through the ritual

practices ofthe moIwshan and the shaking tent ceremony, which were perfonned. to pay
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homage to the spirits and to ensure amicable relations between man and the spirit worlds
(Speck 1935). Hunting divination rites were often done by scapuJamancy and the drum
was another vehicle through which man could communicate with the animals. Dreams
were also very powerful mediums of sacred expression because through the process of

dreaming a hunting spot was often revealed (ibid.1935; Armitage 1991 :80).

Archaeological data suggests that the interior of the peninsula has been occupied

by lndians since the beginning of what is known as the Recent Prehistoric Period,. or
approximately the last 5,500 years. (Wtlkinson and Geoffi"ey 1989:21). Scholars writing
about Native groups in this region have tended to group the Naskapi together with, and

describe them in relation to, the closely related neighbouring groups the Montagnais and

East Cree. Rogers and Leacock (1981: 169) for example, present these peoples in relation
to three drainage patterns in the region-the North Atlantic and Ungava Bay to the north
(the Naskapi), the Saint Lawrence River and Gulfin the south (the Montagnais), and
James and Hudson Bays to the east (the Cree). However. as Cooke points out, we must
remember that the differences among these three groups are a result of different European
cultural and economic differences during the past three centuries, not because there were
any essential prehistoric differences among them (1976:9).

[n her examination of the complex USAges and often unclear meanings attributed to
the term 'NasJc:api' Mailhot (1986:388) makes the same point:
"rn the writings on the Naslwpi there is a striking element: (.. J the Naskapi
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are always systematically contrasted with the Montagnais. Regardless of

the time period coocemed. however, there ace flagrant contradictions as to

the territory occupied by these NasJropi and these MonJagnais, and as to
the criteria which form the basis for the contrast between the two groups.
For some writen, it is founded on the tundra

vs. forest dichotomy (Tanner

1944:588-90); [... J Still others see it as equivalent to group hunting vs.

individual hunting. .• (Speck and Eiseiey 1942:219)'.

Through her detailed analysis of the origin ofthc word Naskapi, Mailhot succeeds in
demonstrating that the Montagnais vs. Naskapi dialectic is a relatively recent development,

and that this division is not due to cultural, territorial, or linguistic factors; it is instead, a
problem of semantics (ibid.:388).

While the thrust of the present discussion is not linguistic. given the somewhat
confusing usage of the word Naskapi. a briefexplanation may prove useful. The term,
connoting ·primitive lndians

6
•

first appeared in the written documents ofthe Quebec-

Labrador region in 1643. as 60unochJrapiouelr:". which was a Montagnais term borrowed

by the French (ibid.:390). In 1733 the teon NasJcapi is first seen, francicized and in its
modem spelling in the place name -lake of the Naskapis-. at which time the group was
said to number approlCimate1y forty families and to have an important camp at Lake

8[n bet article Mailbot maIu:s a distiDcliOD betwceo wbal: the italicised lerms arc to mean in
relation to ber discus5ion. The words Naskapi and Mootapais appear in italics wben they are used in
rcfereDoe lOeategorics lObe aoaIyudl beliC\'e that the dicboIomizc:d terms included in this passage
which are also jtalicized an: done so to simply empbasiu the meaning of the words.
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Achouanipi (ibid.:391; Wilkinson and Geoffrey 1989:22). Its first derivative in English
dates to 1140, where the word "Annes-carps- is undersc:ood to be a clumsy form of the

termNaskop; (Mailhot 1986:393).

As Mailhot says. given the ambiguous treatment of the word. deducing the exact
identity ofthcsc NasIr.ap; is quite difficult. Through time. and different colonial powers.
their territory ranged from Richmond GuI£: located along the mid-section ofHudson Bay,
to Sandwich Bay. around the south eastern coast of Labrador; and Cartwright (m 1118)
used the terms Montagnais and Naskopi interchangeably (ibid.396). It
that the first clear distinction

was around 1800

was made between the two groups, which is seen in a

comparative lexicon of the "Skoffie, Micmac, and Mountaineer dialects" (ibid. :396). The
nineteenth century, which Mailhot terms a "Naskapi boom" sees still further variations and
contexts in which the term is used,

Perhaps most important to this discussion is the fact that the term today is only
used to refer to -those Indians in the Quebec·Labrador Peninsula who are direct
descendants of the former caribou bunters of the tundra- (ibid.:401). Also, the "Naskapi"
dialect is spoken solely in the communities of Davis Inlet and Kawawachikamac~which
sets them apart from those to the west, where Cree is spoken., and from those farther
south, where the language is Montagnais (MacKenzie 1980 and 1982).

However, there may be some lingering confusion in our discussion of the Naskapi
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when we include the term 'Innu', For some native inhabitants of the Quebec-Labrador
region. primarily those residing in Labrador. the word 1nnu' (meaning 'the people' in their
language, lnnu-aimun) bas replaced the earlier classification 'Montagnais-Naskapi'. For
some Innu adopting this self~asa1Ded name is an assertion oftheir ethnic identity and is

part of their larger

soci~political

movement toward seIf-detenninatiOD. The two

pro'Jincial groups are, as Tanner makes clear:

[... J socially and culturally, a single people. But each has its own distinct
political organization. and each with its own ideological 'Jiewpoint. Even
the use of the indigenous tena 1nnu' when using English or French
separates them. since it has been promoted by the labrador group. while
the Quebec group continues to use the tenn 'Montagnais' [and 'Naskapi']

(Tanner 1993:94).

While Mailhot makes mention that there has been a transformation in the attitude
taken toward the name 'Naskapi' by the Naskapi themselves (i.e. its move from a
pejorative term to something which is embraced as a symbol of cultural pride), as we will
see in the second half of this chapter. the young Naskapi males in Kawawa use the term
~sa'Jll8es~ (which

is what the majority ofthem interpret as the original meaning of the

word 'Naskapi') in a similar way, as a fonn ofin-group identification and ethnic

exclusiveness.
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European contact and the jur trade

Now that the early pre-sen.lement socio-culturaJ conditions have been presented
and the diffuse meanings oftbe term Naskapi have been clarified,

we can tum to the next

phase in their bistOf)', that ofEuropean contact and the fur trade. This stage in Naskapi

cultunI development is extremely important because here \W; sec the firsl: example of how
they are "forced" to change their traditional hunting activities - from predominantly large
game hunters to part time hunters and trappers - and the devastating effects this has on
Naskapi social and cultu.nl1life. Yet, despite the hardships encountered during this rather

dark period, we can also see evidence of their fierce sense of identity and strength. It is
this tenacity, especially with respect to the bush, and their ability to allude the
accuJturative forces that surrounded them wbich sets the Naskapi apart from many other
native groups in the region (Tanner 1998, personal communication). In many ways, we
could say that this inherent tenaciousness also contributes to the special place the bush
continues to hold for most Naskapi, which is discussed in chapter six.

As Georg Henriksen says, "The Naskapi or Moshwaw lnno were, and are, perhaps

the least known of the Indians on the (Quebec-j Labrador Peninsula" (1973:11). This is. in
large pan, because the French and English who first took pan in the fur trade (16th
century). along with the missionaries who penetrated the area (as early as 1633). did so on
the southern shores of the Peninsula, primarily among the Montagnais., and gradually
moved northwards into Hudson Bay and along the Labrador coast (ibid.: 11). This meant
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that the Naskapi residing mainly in the interior were basically left alone. Although they
were not involved in regular tfBding relations with the Europeans at this time, throughout
the ensuing decades the Naskapi did procure some of the imported material goods
(including food. tobacco, and various knicklataclcs), either by direct trading or through
native middlemen (ibid.: 11).

In 1819, when the Hudson Bay Company (HBC) began to make more concerted

explorations into the northern interior for the purpose ofserting up trading posts., relations
between the Naskapi and the Europeans began to change (ibid.: 11-12; Cooke 1976: 10). In
1830, under the direction ofNicol Finlayson and Erland Erlandson Fort Chime, the first of
numerous inland trading posts to be established in the region, was opened (Cooke: II).
Over the course ofthe next 126 years (1830-1956), until they were settled in the mining
town of Scheffervill.e, Quebec, the Naskapi endured five

diff~ent

trading post re-locations

(see Figure 2). Alan Cooke, the first chroniclerofNaskapi history, provides a thorough
discussion of each movement and the local variables which affected the social conditions
ofme Naskapi (see Cooke 1976). He introduces the notion

of~attachment~

to describe

the increased Naskapi dependency on the various posts. Cooke also details the cruel trade
off made by the fur traders to ensure the Naskapi would have no choice but to [rap for the
HBC. He tells of many instances throughout their involvement in the fur trade when, in
order to secure their close proximity to the postS while tnlpping, the Naska.pi were not
provided with enough anununition nor

~time off"

during the proper time in the seasonal

cycle to complete a successful canoou hunt-which led to incredible loss of life (ibid.:31).
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Figure 2. Relocation pattern of' the N&.!Ikapi f'rOlll 1830-1956.
SOurce:
Peat, Harwick et. a1 1979:19.
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Table! SOME PASI NASKAPI POpm ATIQNFlGtlRES 1833.1911

!llIl<

~

1833

250-300

1843

27.

J)eath.s By SlIMtioD

1843-44

20

1846-47

3.

1848-49

166

1856

200

54

1857
1883

ca. 50
350

1886

03.400

1889

350-360

1892·93

\50

1896

\50

1911

200

ca.240 (about 60 hunters)

Source : A History of the Nasltapi ofSchefferyille. Alan Cooke
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1976:51.

This period is a very sad one for the Naskapi. Not only did they suffer through
periods of starvation (see Table I), but as their cultural values were so closely intertWined

with the pattern of life they enjoyed as nomadic can"bou bunters, through the forced
transition of hunting practices. these related cultural systems became unbalanced and there

was less opportunity for them to be as meaningful as they once were.

However, there were other reasons beyond the OJkuraIly debilitating situation of
"attachment" and complete ignorance ofNaskapi culrurai integrity on the part of the fur
traders which made this time so difficult. In thefaIJ of1916, the large caribou herds which

had annually passed through Indian House Lake failed to appear (Van Stone 1984:4;
Henriksen 1973:13;). This caused mass fear and hunger among the Naskapi and in an

effon to better ensure their survival they split up, one group travelled to the coast (the
Davis Inlet 'Innu' of today) and the other went to Fort McKenzie (the Naskapi of

Kawawa), where they remained until 1948.

While the change in caribou migration patterns in 1916 was devastating, it was not
an isolated occurrence. In the late 1940's there was another severe shortage of caribou in
the George River Herd (Wilkinson and Geoffi'ey 1989:30). With the "virtual
disappearance" of caribou, pressures of the fur trade and high rates of mortality and
sickness from diseases communicated by the Europeans. the survival of the Naskapi was at
stake (ibid.:30). They were receiving welfare from the federal government (which began in
1949), and had made attempts to re-establish themselves at Fort McKenzie by combining
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bunting and fishing with commercial. trapping, but the costs of resupplying them along
with the higb rates oftubercuJosis meant they could not be fully self-sufficient, so the
Naskapi returned once again to Fort Chime (ibid.:30).

As mentioned at the outset ofthis section, despite this unbelievably difficult period
of sociCH:UlturaJ transition, the Naskapi resisted acculturation to the best oftheir ability
and they

were intent on staying in the interior. This independence was a trait recognized

early on in their relationship with the Europeans. Cooke cites John MacLean, the
successor to Finlayson during the early days of Fort Chimo. in 1838 as saying that the
~roving about~

~[ ... ]

ofthc Naskapi:

encourages a spirit ofindependence, which prevents the Gentlemen in

this Quarter from introducing regulations that might tend to make them
more industrious. a resuJt which it is now sufficiently well known kind
treatment alone can never produce. Fear and a thorough conviction of their
dependence on us. in conjunction with kind treaunent judiciously applied
might have some effect in producing a change for the better~ (1976:15).

This tenacity deserve mention because it was., and I would argue is, a key to Naskapi
cultural and physical survival. An example through which

we can see their ~proud and

independent- nature in more recent events is the visit of the Regional Supervisor ofIndian
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Agencies 11 Fort Chima in 19S]. He fOUDd that many of them had tubc:rculosis and at fir'Jl
many ofthem refused to be evacuated. and only laIer did most cooccde to Leave for

tteatment (;b;d.,n). TbU IUgh rqanI f.,.. the bmb ODd penooaI ODd group outoaomy;s
also seen in the work ofHcnribr:n (1973; 199]). who discusses bow autonomy and
respect for iDdividuality is a valued tnit and continues to affect social organizarion and
behaviour among the Nasbpi today. An even more recc:ot c:umpLeofthis can be seen in

the name change of the Naskapi in Kawawa.. In April of 1996 the band couocil approved a
motion to change the name from 'the Naskapi band of Quebec, to 'the Naskapi Nation of

Kawawaehikamach', a move which emphasises with pride their position as a nation.

lhe monumenlal mo~: SchefferviJIe and setl/ement life

(195~J982)

While each move from uading post to trading post had its own set of difficult
conditions for the Naskapi. because they remaiDed in the interior they

maintain some.semblance of thar tnditional bunting way ofUfe.

WCf"e

able to

Ho~ with

the move

to Schdferville in 1956 the very context through wbicb Nubpi socio-economic identity
had been expcessed and made meaningful, the bush. was suddenly replaced with house:s, a
pennane:nt settlement. interaction with strangers. and for some.

wage labour. Regretfully,

this monumental transition was not simply the beginning of a different way ofIife, it was
also part ofa whole new series of moves and irreproachable treatment by provincial and
federal powers.
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The circwnstances swroundiDg the move to SCbefferville is a case in point.
Supposedly, the officials It Indian and Northern Affairs gave the Naskapi a choice

between two different spots for ~ Sept-Isles or Knob Lake (the original name of
ScbefferviIle). with the former being preferred (Cooke 1976:78). Howewr. despite the
fact that the govanmc:nt officials were aware oftbeir sdcction. d: was -discountenaoc:ed

from on high- (ibid.:78), and agrermenu were made for the Naskapi to go to Lake
Wakuach. about 60 miles north ofKnob Lake. As little was done to prepare Knob Lake
nor Lake Wakuach for their anivaI. coupled with the difficulties the Naskapi had with
their overland trip (some were transported by air. but most walJc:ed the 400 mile journey).
when they finally llJTived -most oftbem were in a pitiable state. exhausted. ill, and close to
starvation- (Wilkinson and Geoftrey 1989:32),

This inhospitable introduaion to settled life was just the beginning. for they bad to
endme a reuw1cab1e three additioaaI moves before establishing their own community. (n

1956 shacks around Knob Lake. which the Naskapi built themselves from scavenged and
donated

materials. were their 6m -homes- (ibid.:32), A year Iatee they were tnnsplanted

to neatby John Lake with a number ofMontagnais who. like the Naskapi had been
brought to the

area to be employed in the newly opened iron ore mine. AI John Lake.

where the two groups lived from 1957-1971. there wu no running water, electricity, or
sanitation facilities, and this location did not even gain reserve statUs until 1960 (peat,
Marwick, et. alI979:18), t Matimekosh, a few miles away, was the next home for the

'while JohD Lake pi.acd reserve SWtIS in 1960, _iboukI DOtethal the Nasbpiooly rec:eM:d
bud statu5in 1971, as 1be NaskIpis de Scbdferville lnciian BaPd., r.dteeza yearsafterbeiDg ~b::IIed
(ibid..:J2).
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Naskapl. and they lived here, again with the Montagnais, until 1982.

It is unfortunate that so little information is available for this period in Naskapi
history. Robbins (1975,1988,1989), Peat, Marwick et aI (1919), and the impressive A

Parcel o/Foois document prepared by Wilkinson and Geoffrey (1989) are a few
exceptions. However, there is virtually no data in which we hear the voices of the Naskapi
themselves. I was able to gather some insight into this period. through casual conversation
and taped interviews with Naskapi of various ages. One of the most fascinating things I
heard several times about John Lake for instance, is that although the living conditions

were rather difficult when compared to Euro-Canadian standards (i.e. no running water,
electricity or sewage facilities), this location was spoken of favourably by most people I
talked to. Upon leaving the interior John Lake was the closest the Naslcapi ever came to
bush life as they knew it. Hence, it is logical for them to view it, not against what it did not
represent in western standards, instead John LaJc:e was related to and associated with the
way of life the Naskapi knew and valued.

Similarly, although statistics and local knowledge tell us ofthe astounding rate of
alcoholism in Matimekosh, the unfair treatment of some Naskapi by the IOC, and the

rivalry which was said to exist between themselves and the Montagnais, I also heard of the
positive side to life at this time. Many women were very proud of being able to have their
own houses, the young people enjoyed the recreational facilities in Schefferville, and some
men felt very proud to be employed and to contribute to their familial and community well
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being. This extrcmeJy important side to the story must be more fuUyexplored. However,
additional research is needed before we can fairly and accurately represent this period,

the James Bay and NonJrem Quebec Agreement and the Nonh Eastem Quebec
Agreement: towards Kawawachikamoch

Two crucial events in this chapter ofNasbpi history which have been written

about are the 1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (lB.N.Q.A) and the
Northeastern Quebec Agreement (N.E.QA), which took place in 1978. While these
politica1landmarks are discussed quite extensively elsewhere (see Willcinson and Geoffi"ey
1989:36-41 and chapter 12), I wiU make brief mention ofthem here. given the large role
they played and continue to play in shaping Naskapi social, cultw-al, and economic life.

In early 1975 the Naskapi entered into a contract with the Nonhem Quebec Inuit
Association (N.Q.I.A), who, along with the Grand Council of the Crees of Quebec
(G.c.c.Q), were negotiating the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement. The
J.B.N.Q.A was essentially a deal between the native peoples ofthe region and the federal
and provincial government, wherein the signatories received monetary and logistical
support in exchange for ceding their aboriginal rights to lands stipulated in the agreement.
However, these negotiations proved futile for the Naskapi because the Agreement was
signed on Nov. II, 1975 without them (ibid.:36). Not only were they ousted from the

'6

agreement. but Paragraplt 7.2.1 of the J.B.N.Q.A 10,

effectively extinguished Naskapi

aboriginal rights in the said area without their receipt of any benefits or compensation
(U>id.37).

So, in September of 1975 the Naskapi took actioo and began the process of
creating their own agreement. On many levels the procedure they went through en route

to the N.E.Q.A was quite different from that of 1975. Seeing as the J.B.N.Q.A acted to
divide Northern Quebec between the Cree and the Inuit as thouglt the Naskapi did not
exist, the first task for the Naskapi was to negotiate with the Cree and Inuit, with the aim
of securing a -return" oflands and rigltts from the latter (because the Naskapi entered the
1975 talks under the same contract as the InuitXibid.:39). This was a rather difficult
undertaking because the Cree and Inuit leaders had to convince their respective
constituents to give up certain rights and benefits they had just gained.

The negotiating parties ran into additional problems, as reflected in several
provisions of the N.E.Q.A. for example,: the "Naslcapi area of primary interest-, defined at
Paragraph 24.13.3A of the J.B.N.Q.A.. leaves Fort McKenzie in the Inuit area of primary
interest., even though Fort McKenzie had been the home-base for the Naskapi from 19161948 and had rarely or never been used or even visited by the Inuit; similarly, Paragraph
24.13.7A ofthe J.B.N.Q.A. imposes severe restrictions upon the exercise ofthe right to

l° Wbich staled that "Category [J lands will compriseJ'.OOO ~ miles in theTcnitory nonh
paraUd of1alitude (of which I 600 square miles shalJ.iIOtfonnpan oCthe present regime aDd
sbaUOOIbeselectodbytbelnuit.~Sl!ltlIIdsmay.intbeevenloCana~H_dbyth~Naskapi

ortbe

"th

aJlrr having H~" ~/«trd by ~~m~nt with Qu~HC) ...• Emphasis added.
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haJvest by the Naskapis near the Caniapiscau Reservoir. reflecting the fact that, although

the Crees and the Naskapis bad traditionally used that area as equals, the Crees' rights

there had been confinned by the J.B.N.Q.A to the exclusion ofthose of the Naskapis
(ibid.:40). Despite these and other difficulties, however. the NE.Q.A was signed on
January JI. 1978.

The N.E.Q.A is incredibly important to the Naskapi for many reasons. It
established who is eligtble as a band membei and confirmed the rights of the beneficiaries
to hunt, fish, and trap vinually without restriction, it created three categories ofland for
the Naskapis and established their rights over each categoryll. granted S9.OOO.OOO in
financial compensation to the Naskapi. and provided for the creation of a non-profit.
Naskapi corporation to receive and administer that compensation (ibid. :41). The
agreement also signalled a turning point for the Naskapi. in lenns of realizing greater
control and direction over their lives. For example. through Section 7 of the N.E.Q.A
and the Cree-NasJcapi (ofOuebes.) Act. the Naskapi were given the ability to exercise a
degree oflocal self-government. which. is unique among the First Nations of Canada. Also.
when this act was enacted in 1984 it replaced the fanner "Naskapis de SchefferviUe Band-

tl Ca!ep9O' l-N Lands: lA·N 1andsaresc:t aside: foc the e:«:.lusive use and beoc:fitoflbc Naskapi:
fB-N IaDds-<l(which the m.inernl and subsurface rights ~ wilhin lbc exclusive coatml oClbc Quebec
Government (however, awtlefShip of!bcsc 1ands was granted 10 the Naskapi Land Holding Corpomtion of
ScbclferWle). 'abry U_N l.and:;: whicb are owned bytheQucbecGovemmcIll aM aredcsignatcd for
the excIiISM usc of the bunting.lisbing. and uappingacliviticsofthe Naskapj. CJtlgmry m_N Unds:
an: landsopencd to the public in accordaDte with Icgislation and reguIalionsc:oncemingpublk: lands
(GovernmeDtofQucbcl; 1984; cited by lopcz-Gow.alez 199):1').
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However, periJaps the most crucial element of the agreement was Section 20,
which granted the Naskapi the opportunity to re-Iocate at either their fonner John Lake
residence, the spot which was then known as Block Matemace, or they could upgrade the
conditions ofMatimekosh. In 1979 Peat, Marwick: d. al. conducted an extensive survey of
each possible location, which included gathering the points ofview ofthe NasJcapi. When
the vote to decide upon the location fOT their new community was held Block Matemace,
with over 75% of the popular support, clearly emerged as the preferred site (Robbins
1988:20). It was the best choice for some obvious struetwaI and economic reasons : it
was the largest in area, it was located a substantial distance away from Schefferville (l5
Icm. north), and there were four times as many jobs available. However, there are a
number of reasons behind their selection that seem to reflect the social, cultural, and
ideological standpoint of the Naskapi as a whole12• They were ready for change and for
the first time since being moved from the bush they were in a position to do it their way.

Soon thereafter there was a community-wide contest held to find an appropriate
name for their new home. The winner

was Knottie Sandy who suggested

'KawawachilcamacH, which roughly translates as 'where the winding waters meet' (which
is very accurate because Kawawa is located at the juncture ofLakes Matemace and Peter).

llrl is interesting that the isolation of Block Matemac:e(aJso known as Site) and 4) rrom tile
Montagnais is often viewed asthc main advanlagCot"thcJoc:atiOCl. Social cocdliaand tbcpracticeot"
outmanying (of Naskapi women to Montagnais 1DeD.) were rwo problems tile Naskapi hoped 10 aUcviate
throughscpanllioo.. The~olhu.nting&lldrelatcdpractices.,aswdlascelebntiooswere
atsoaspectSoftheifcuJwrethallbcy fell sbookI be mainIaincd in ad.i.stinclJy NosJcapj way, apart tmm the
Moaragnais.
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The Naskapi ReLocation Corporuion was established to supervise the designing and
building of the village, which was carried out by the Naslcapi Construction Corpontion
and with an almost exclusively Naskapi work force. and the pivotal transition was
undesway. However, as was becoming almost characteristic., the Naskapi suffered yet

another devastating blow. In November of 1982 the closure ofme Iron Ore
Company (of Canada) in Schefferville was announced. While the Naskapi have created a
viable economy, largely due to the benefits secured through the N.E.Q.A, at the time the
I.O.c. was their main employer and this news had rrwty serious implications. Some of

these included the loss of many vital services and facilities, and the virtual social and
economic collapse ofthe town ofSchefferviUe. As the authors of A Parcel ofFools aptly
summarize:

~While their

traditional economy had succeeded in sustaining them for over

4,000 years. the economy ofSchefferviJle failed to sustain them for twenty

years~ (p.II).

The Naskapi and their community today

Kawawachikamach is one of 13 [nnu communities located in the provinces of

Quebec and Labrador. These villages support a total population of some 13,000 people,
while Kawawachikamach is home to just under 550 Naskapi (See Table 2). Pucsua.nt to
Section 20 of the N.E.Q.A, the community was built between 1981 and 1984 and covers
approximately 40 acres on 16 square miles ofCategory lA·N lands. The village is situated

in what ace known as the Labrador Hills, in the southern portion of the Naslcapi territory.
This region is characterized by a series ofvalIeys and hills, the summits ofwbicb can
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exceed 700 meters (Wilkinson and Geoffrey 1989:189), and t.l)ey line virtually every
horizon around Kawawa. In this area lake ice begins to fonn before November I and
breaks up between June 10-20. Rivers confonn to a slightly different: pattern, freezing
before November 20 and thawing between May 20 • June 1. In tmns of climate, the
average annual temperature is about -3 to -4 degrees Celsius. Summers are relatively cool,
ranging from 7 to 18 degrees C; and during the winter temperatures oscillate from just
under ·20 degrees to over ·30. In the vicinity ofKawawa 700mm of precipitation falls

each year and there is an annual snowfall ofroughly 320 em.
Table 2 POprn ATION OF KAWAWACHIKAMACH By AGE

~
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
~

65-69
70-74
75-80

=

MALE
42
48
35
2\
2\
25
34
18
8
4
6
7
7
3
4
4
287

~

47
38
21
14
17
26
20
20
II

4
9
9
6
5
2

IQIA!.
89
86
56
35
38
51
54
38
19
8
15

16

13
8
6
4

249

AND GENDER

~.

16.6
16.0
10.4

6.5
7.0
9.5
10.0

7.0
3.5
1.4
2.7
2.9
2.4
1.4
1.1

.7

536

Source: The Naskapi Band Council Household listings, August, 1997.
13 In a few cases the peoples' dates of birth were uncertain because they had moved away
from Kawawa, or their records were incomplete for other reasons. Hence, the total
number of people listed here is slightly less than the entire population ofKawaw&.
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The layout of the village conforms to the geography of the area and houses are
situated along the shores of Lakes Matemaee and Peter, IS well as in the eemraI and
outlying areas. Interestingly, the community has spread out in such a way that it is divided
into areas known locally as

~up

the hill- and

~down

the hill". This division is not merely a

way 10 distinguish the new sector of the village &om the old., it also corresponds to the
particular social c:banltter ofeach, with "down the hill- being seen as the more exciting or
dynamic of the two. CWTentIy there are 109 single family homes (typically consisting of
three to four bedrooms, and sometimes more if the basement is 6tUshed) and three blocks
of five apartments. However, with the birth rate rising at roughly 4 % annually, housing is
a major concern for the Naskapi and at least S new houses are constructed each year to
accommodate the growing population (Naskapi Band of Quebec

1~1997

Annual

Report: 13).

With respect to basic community living,

Kawawa operates on a sound

infrastructure and offers a range ofbasic services. A 32·foot-wide, all season gravel
surface road links Kawawa to SchefferviUe, located IS km to the south (Lopez 1993:21).
Schefferville offers the only available air and train facilities. The local airline, 'Air
Schefferville', flies to Wabush and Sept-Esles five days a week and offers charter services
on a year round basis (ibid.:21). The rail link to Wabush/Labrador City and Sept-Isles is

serviced by the Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railroad once a week; leaving on
Friday mornings and arriving back in Schefferville usually on Thursday evenings. Although
sewage and garbage services are under the management of the band., hydro services are in
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the process ofbeing run with the Montagnais. In 1996 the two groups joined forces to

create ~Hydro Naskapil Montagnais~ Incorporated (~HNM~). which is stationed in
Kawawa. While not yet fully opcmional, representatives ofHNM have negotiated with
Hydro.Quebec and Newfoundland &, Labrador Hydro, along with a partner in
Newfoundland, in their efforts to purchase and operate the Manihek Generating Station
(which is currently run by the Sehefferville Power Company). The Telebec network in
Schefferville connects the community with te1epbooe services. Police services in Kawawa
are provided by the Naskapi's own police force., which receives training and administrative
support from the Surete du Quebec.

There are several public buildings in Kawawa these include: the S1. John's Anglican
Church, the band office, the Naskapi radio station, Jimmy Sandy Memorial School. the
dispensary. the old dispensary, the police station, the Naskapi Development Corporation,
the Naskapi Day-care centre, the municipal garage, the pump house, the Manikin Centre,
which includes a post office and restaurant, and the gas bar. In Schefferville there is a
Naskapi ttaft store which sells a variety of items (from slippers, jeweUery. and woven hats
to tool for cleaning hides) and is open seasonally. The Naskapi share their cemetery with
the Montagnais and it is located atop a hill just outside of Schefferville.

During the summer that I was in the community (1997). the band council finally
passed a motion to begin the first stage of construction ofa recreation centre. As decided
by the band and the youth council, the swimming pool and changing rooms aTe slated to
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be built first. Eventually the centre will include a bowling alley, a games room (with pool
tables. video games. ping pong tables), a snack bar, and meeting rooms. Then: was a
Youth Centre in the community but the building was deemed unsafe and following some
vandalism the centre was closed a couple ofyears ago, and it was demolished in 1996.
Hence, establishing the recreation centre is viewed by many as a success. It will serve
youth, who ace often seen as doing little constructively with their time. as well as
providing the rest of the population with a venue for communal activities and enjoyment.

The struetural organization of the Naskapi band provides some insight into not
only the technical infrastructure of the band, it also reflects community concerns and adds
more to OUT general picture ofwhat life is like in Kawawa. Vu1ualIy every facet and social
group ace included in a committee or program of some son. It is also wonh noting that
many Naslcapi sit on external committees and projects, such as the Committee of First
Nations for Management of the George River Herd. the Quebec Native Women's
Association, and the Labrador Environmental Institute on Low·level Military Rights. It is
of interest that one Naskapi is in the process ofcreating a patent for a fishing device be

has designed. called the e~r. 1bese various levels of involvement are important to
note because they illustrate that not only are the Naskapi concerned for the welfare of
their entire population. it also shows bow widely they participate in other aboriginal,
regional, national, and even international spheres of socio-economic activity.

Although they are not living in isolation. the community ofKawawa is not entirely
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seIf-cootained and the Naskapi do rely on certain services offered only in Schefferville or
in larger wban centres. The Northern Store in Scbeffcrville provides a wider selection of
food ll1 a lowe- cost than the Manikin,. and the store is stocked with many items not
available in Kawawa (e.g. clothes. craft produeu. stereo equipment and compact

discs.

and movie rentals). As there is no banking service in Kawawa or in Schefferville (aside
from an automated bank machine), many Naskapi, Montagnais, and non-native residents
alike conduct their banking in Sept~lsIes.

Kawawa also is DOt equipped with • botel, of

which there are two in Schefferville. Another service or establishment which is not seen in

Kawawa are bars. In fact, in 1986 the NasJcapi attempted to pass a by~law making their
community dry, which

was overturned and later reinstated in a modified fonn. In town,

however. there are three main bars. four with the inclusion of the lounge in the Royal
Motel.

Naskapi involvement in local projects and activities is varied and widespread. On

the economic front, for example. the Naskapi Local Management Board (NLMB) has
begun to study the feasibility ofcanbou commercialization, primarily for sale to other

aboriginal or European nations. In tenns ofeducation and training, a series of Biblical
books are in the process of being translated into Naskapi and translation training provides
summer employment for students. There were four such books completed in 1995, which
were published with colour illustrations. These are extremely important because they
represent the first general publication ofliterature in the Naskapi language and they

beginning of-recreational reading- in Naskapi (Naskapi Development Corporation,
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are the

Annual Report 1996:7).

In the cultunll sector, a number ofexciting things are taking place. Naskapi
legends. as well as lexicon and grammar. are being translated from spoken Naskapi to
written Naskapi, English, and French. There is also a toponomy project underway. which
is being conducted with the help and experience of local elders in conjunction with a
geography professor from the University of Sherbrooke. A valuable period in the Nasbpi
history. the Fort McKenzie era (1916--1948) is also being researched. There has been great
community involvement in the interviewing process, along with the implementation of a
public display of old photographs and material culture from lite period.

Social orpoiu.tion in Ka"a"acbikamach

We know that in traditional times the basic social. economic. and cultural unit for
the Naskapi was the family. In many respects life in Kawawa continues 10 be dominated by
the family and rdated concerns. However, the introduction of social institutions such as
school and wage employment, along with making the adjustment to a non-nomadic
lifestyle, have altered the way in which families and society in genera.l are organized.
Furthermore, as a result of the many and drastic changes experienced by the Naskapi,
which are discussed throughout this thesis, the variables of social organization (i.e. family
structure and individual roles) themselves have gone through lranSition. This is especially
evident in the creation of the new social category of 'teenager' and their teen peer group.
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As will be discussed more fully in the next chapter, these twin developments have affected

the image ofyoung people as held by older populations, intergenentional relationships, as

wen as the overall flow of communal activity.
In tlUs section the modes of organization among the Naskapi are descnOcd and
some conclusions are drawn about the changes that have occurred in this domain of
cu1tun.1life.

As mentioned, the family unit continues to be the nucleus around. which the

community functions and is organized. While the many changes occurring within the
familial framework are discussed more fuUy in chapter four, one of the key developments
to be mentioned here is Ihe transition from living in

small mobile, Icin·related social

groups to life in a large, settled social environment. This change meant moving from tents,
between which people moved freely and whose composition changed frequently to suit the
given conditions, 10 pennanent houses. Housing has bad many problematic social, cultural

and health-related effects on the Naskapi and many argue that this move bas acted to
nucleate and break down the traditional extended family slrueture (see Wadden 1991 :7072; Degnen 199651-2,57)

While these observations are general.ly true, the 1inks among kin, both rea! and
fictive, still act as the social glue which holds the community and families together. lfwe
look at the mutable and oscillating composition ofhouseholds in Kawawa today, it is clear
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that people organize themselves around more than a set of static household members.

Children come and go between their parents' and grandparents' houses (which mayor may
not be near to one another, a clear pattern of bouse arnngements is not easily discernible),
living at either one from time to time, and it is the situational ebb and flow of peoples'
lives, in combination with the strong ties ofextended family kin systems which continue to
dictate who lives where. It is not uncommon to see as many as three different surnames
listed in a single bouse., which fi.uthtt attests to the fluidity and movement among people
and between residences. [ also know many people who did not live with their biological
parents and have changed houses and living arrangements several times throughout their
life. Similarly, as was the case in the past, children are still corrunoniy given to
grandparents or other relatives (usually on the mother's side) to be raised, and when
describing a 'surrogate mother' for instance, the woman is often referred to as -the woman
who raised meup-.

As the paragraphs above indicate, social relations among the Naskapi are very

flexible and within their system room is made for member and household exchanges, which
occur frequently. The movement and activities of individuals are equally dynamic.
However, for the adult population, this observation is often rooted in a somewhat negative
context. Adults (25-50) tend to move frequently between various social circles because, as
many told me, not all people are to be trustedl~; which in tum leads them to fonn even
closer bonds with family members who then serve as friends. Adult relations are by no
l'In this silUatioa.. the role playcd by gossip is pervasive. II is gne oftbc strongest rorocsofsocial
comrol in community life. AJtboogh extremely Wcinatiag in itsel( given the complexity ofgossip and tbc
limited scope of Ibis SIllCtion I will only make lIOIe of its imponancc.
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meaus riddled with constant tension and mistrust. There is much private and public

interaction among people oftbis age group, through such activities as visiting, bingo
games. and community feasts.

At the other end ofme spectrum, young children also bave their own unique
systems of relating with one another. Children under the age of 10 years old constinrte
approximately )0010 of the total population and they ace without a doubt the most visible
social group in Kawawa When not in school the young kids spend endless amounts of
time doing what their older counter parts, the teenagers, also do; they walk around the
community. Their group composition can take many fonns. from 2 girls walJdng together,
a gang of boys clustered around the front steps of the school, or they can also travel in
huge fleets ofboth sexes, often taking up the entire width ofthe roads. These young
children, contrary to most teenagers. still spend a considerable amount of time with their
parents. In many respects they are like children everywhere, full of energy and ready for
conversation. However. when several young girls (age 5-9) called on me to

~visit~. an

activity which is virtually engrained in the social fabric ofNaskapi life. I realiz.cd that some
oftheir behaviour also definitely mirrors that of the older generations and is quite different
when compared to Euro-Canadian Jcids ofthat age.

Naskapi elders (age 55-80) make up a small percentage of the community. roughly
100/0. Although they are few in numbers and in general do not contribute to society's
survival in economic terms, as they did more often in the past (through hunting and the
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making ofclothes and tools for example), elders are revered for their knowledge and
experience. They art often spoken ofin symbolic terms, as being lifelines to the past Most

oftheir time is spent with family and many elders are involved in church activities. Despitc
the fact that the topic of intergenentional misunderstandings is touched upon throughout

my thesis, it is very important to note that while elders may not undtIStand the teenagers
specifically (and some of them speak openly in disdain oftbeir behaviour), they almost
always appear to be involved in the teens' lives to some degree. This is contrary to what is
seen in similar situations in Labrador for example, where old peoplc sometimes acc:use the
youth of-not being lnnu- (Wadden 1991; Armitagc 1997, personal commurucation).

h is without a doubt that one of tnc most dramatic changes that is occurring in the
realm of social organization is the introduction ofthe new catcgory, and life stage, ofthc
'teenager'. As this devclopment is dealt with extensively throughout this work, I will only
touch on some ofthe main points here. Essentially, in the past an individualleamed skills
he/she would need to become a functioning member of socicty during childhood and one
became an adult at an early age. In the modem context, however, conditions such as living
for almost the cntire year in a settled community, attending school, and the increasing
Euro-Canadian influence, have led to a disjunction in the maturation process in the fonn of
this new phase of life: the teenage years. Today young Naskapi are influcnced by more
than their traditional way of life and values, they are also involved with many aspectS of
North American 'teenage' culture (i.e. technology, television, music, clothes, food). Also.
due to the variety of possible roles and occupations now open to young people, compared
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to the relatively quick passage of the past. the attainmeut of adult status is markedly
prolonged.

Accompanying this new phase ofdevelopment is the emergence of a new agent of
socialization. the peer group. Having large groups of young people of roughly the same
age living togethes" is a very

new pbenomeoon", for in the past when the Naskapi moved

in small nomadic groups larger gatherings occurred seasonally, usually during the summer
months. Given the newness ofthe peer group, any conclusions as to its effect on
maturation and overall social organization are to be taken as preliminary. Howe-.rtr, from
observations and conversations with Naskapi of all ages.

we can make some

geoeralizations. For the older generations, peer groups are generally taken to be somewhat
ofa challenge to parental and elder authority, teenagers are depicted as being entirely
different from themselves at the same age, and older people often say they do not
~unders:tand· the

young people today. Whereas, for the teens their peer groups are both

social mediums through which they can have fun and express shared feelings and
experien~

and they are places which also call for a certain degree of confonnity, via

peer pressurel~.

1~In Kawawa today SO% of the total population an: uOOcr 20 years old. with approldmalCly 20%
Callingbctwcenlbeagesl0-19.

l'lD her work on teaIllge pregnlUIt)' in the CreccomrounilyofMistassini, Calhc:riJleJamcs
ptOVides an intcn::sting perspective 00 wby peer group confonnily may be compouodcd in this cultural
context. Citing the Cree values of soc:ial cpliwianism aod on the avoidance of 05ll'aCisiq people, she
argues thai in an dl'ort to upOOId thescvaluespccr pressure maybefeilltlCll'e SIr'OOgIy8lQOD&lbcse
ICeOagCI'5 (1992:74). GiYeJ:l that Ihcsc two vaiucs an: also importanl forNaskapi, a similarfccling may be
praent among the Icens in Kawawa.
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Despite the ups and downs which typically accompany the teenage years. Naskapi
teens are generaUy quite satisfied with their lives and aU expressed

a very close a:ttaclunent.

to tamily, friends, and their community. As touched upon earlier in the description of
children's activity patterns. the teens spend most oftbeir waking hours walking around the
conununity. These endless "laps" can be done in small same sex groups, either in small

clusters or in a succession of short, single-file rows, which is usually the case during the
day tUne. During the evening is when the larger, usually mixed sex. groups appear. Despite
the confident attitude displayed by some ofthe teens they are not unaware ofthe role
played by other social groups (even those younger then them), who influence their
behaviour. This is seen in one of tile rules teens who are dating or seeing someone foUow
when they walk around. When the little kids are around a couple walks apart from each
other, on opposite sides of the road.

Whereas when the kids are out of sight the pair are

safe to walk together.

While the presence of teenagers and peer groups appear to dissolve the formerly
united cycle of maturation and social organization, this is not always the case. It is
undeniable that teenagers spend the majority oftheir time, or the time they seem to value
the most, is among their peers. Yet despite the many apparent and actual differences
between teens today and young people in the past. throughout the present work we will
see data which reveals that most of the underlying values and goals which motivate
teenagers are remarlcably similar to traditional values and ideals (i.e. the value ofchildren,
the way they structure relationship, sharing, listening to elders, hunting). Hence, while
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peer groups may be vehicles for new, creative, and sometimes destructive avenues of
expression, the piettm: which emerges is that these teenage spheres of socia! activity, far
from being underground generators ofcounter culnnl ideals, aetuaJJy act to reproduce
many of the larger- society's beliefs and practices.

COlldusioq

Much has changed in the way of socia! organization from the time when Georg
Henriksen wrote of the Naskapi as being ·on the edge of the white man's world" (1973).
No longer do the Naskapi travel between two worlds. With their participation in the
"technological age", through things such as the world wide web, faxes, and the extensive
travelling that is enjoyed by many

Naskap~

they are now very much a part of the global

village. Despite the magnitude ofchange they have experienced since being settled in
t956, they continue to live in a social system which is bound by the ties offamily, cultural
history, and the pride of being Naskapi. Their yearly cycle, while not characterized by
territorial mobility as it once was, is still punctuated by events which are directJy related to
the animals and special cultural events. For example, school is closed and people leave
their jobs for at least a week during goose break (end of April-March), when most of the
community goes camping at Iron Arm lake. There is also great anticipation for the July
26 celebratory pilgrimage to St. Anne de Beaupre; and Innu Nikamu, the lnnu music
festival that is held each August in the Maliotenarn reserve near Sept-Isles (see Mailhot
1997:35-36).
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proud to be a savage~ one 16 year old teenager told me. As mentioned earlier.

many male teenagers and young men ofKawawa refer to each other as

~savages~. which

is

what they interpret as the original meaning of the term Naskapi. From their explanations
to me (one teenager likened their usage to the oft-cited example of bow Black people call
each other -niggers-). it seems that when they call each other

~savage-

it creates some

kind of solidarity, and their ethnic identity as Naskapi is reinforced. To extend the
observation made by Henriksen (197J:xi), who. in referring 10 their society as a whole
said

~The

Naskapi are still bunters at heart-, the teenagers too are still directly linked to

their heritage and are a unique pan of this group in their own right; as teenagers ofthe

tundn.
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CHAPTER IV-C0MXNG OF AGE

CHANGING FAMII Y PyNAMICS

&;

IDtroductioa

The transfonnarion from life as nomadic hunting and gathering people to living in
the community year round has brought innumerable changes to Naskapi social
organization. As I have emphasized throughout this thesis. one of the most important of

these changes is the creation of a new social group. the teenagers. In this chapter I
examine one important aspect of this development. how the teenage social role figures
within current Naskapi social and familial organization. After a description ofme family

and becoming an aduJt in traditional times, I will move on to a discussion of the
contemporary process of maturation and family life. The chapter concludes with an
analysis ofone ofthe most important features ofsocial life., affecting both teenagers and
the structure ofthe family. that ofteenage motherhood.

When the Naskapi lived in accordance with the annual cycle and the movement of
the caribou, families were composed ofextended kin, such that the size of the units living
together at any time was shaped by the seasonal round itsel[ During the winter three or
four families of roughly 15-20 people lived together or near one another within specific
areas that have been called "hunting territories (Rogers and Leacock 1981:179-180).
R

Sununer. on the other hand. as we saw in chapter three., brought many families together.
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and this was thus a time of communal activity.

With the coming ofEuropeans and the establishment oftrading posts, the social
and economic flow of life for the Naskapi was altered. Involvement in, and later
dependence on, the fur trade meant that they could no longer follow only their ancestral
trek through the interior in pursuit ofcanbou. Tfading and trapping demanded more
individualistic hunting practices. These pursuits also tied, or -attached-, people to the
vicinity of the posts and the outlying areas (Cooke 1976:44). Despite these changes,
however, the family remained largely intact as a tightly-knit unit of extended kin.

In this context young people began learning life skills early, at approximately age

10-12, and by the time they were 20 they would know everything they needed to !mow to
survive in the bush (Levesque et al. 1996(b):2J). Although the Naskapi did not have a
formalized rite of passage to mark the transition from childhood to adulthood (Robbins
1989: 10)1', through the gradual acquisition of sk.ills taUght to them by older people the

youth were not only aware of what their roles would be as adults, they were actually
practising them. Finding a mate and starting a family were two especially important
markers offuU adult status (Henriksen 1973:9; Grabum 1975:60). Thus, it was a
combination of physical maturation and gender-related skill attairunent, along with the
establishment of marriage which served to denote young peoples' entry into the adult
t'Whiletbefe weft; DOcuJturaIIy i.nstitutionaJized rituals to mad this passage, tbere_waysof
~anindividual'sgrowingcapacities.forexampJe,withlboy'sfmtkiUinallf:Wanimalspccies

tben: wasusuallylkilld ofcelebralion bdd. eilberamong &rnily or in IlatgeJsociI1 settiag. ~tbe
e."qJaJIding koowlcdge was praised Illd be was brougbl closer to the adult workl of bwlti.rlg (Bill
Janc:ewicz 1998, peBOnaJ c:ommunicltion).

boy's
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«aim.

When the Naskapi practiced seasonal transhumance, with the groups' survival

being dependent upon the skills oreach digtole memberoftbe camp. the process of
enculturation and role attainment desClibed above functioned well. However, with the
move to settled life, the symbiotic relationship between personal ability and contribution to

the societal whole changed drastically. As the Naskapi are no longer nomadic, the social
roles for which youth are trained are no longer as clear wt as they were in the context of

the hunting camp. Instead, for young Naskapi growing up today the experience of
schooling and the influx ofEuro-Canadian culture, especially the teen-specific pop culture.,
have introduced them to new types of social roles and ways of living. Hence. role
attainment is no longer a pre-determined social

fact.. based largely on gender and one's

productive relationship to the group. Instead. for Naskapi leens today coming of age has

become a more ambiguous passage.

The process ofadjustment to these shifts in social organization and role attainment
is made more complex by the introduction of what is a relatively new phase, adolescence.
Speaking of Amerindian groups in Quebec. Levesque et. al write:

~Untillbe

early 1950's, the period that we now call adolescence did not

exist as such in many Aboriginal groups. People went through several
stages in their lifetime: childhood. adult life. old age. But there was not,
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strictly ",..Jcing. • period of adol=><e. A> they Idl clilldhood behiod,

people were already becoming parents· (1996&:32).

A3 Levesque says. adoIesc:ence as we know it did DOt exist among Native groups like the:

Nasbpi until very receutly. Howeva". young Naslapi did go through a phase in which
they """'uaUy """""d phys;ca1 and ><xual maturity. The "gnifk... diff"""" betw<en
traditional and contempocvy Naskapi adolescence is that in the past this period was DOt
associated with a specific socially recognized stage of life, whereas today thtte is a definite
'teenage' stage.

Becoming an adult in tbe past

The process of maturation is an integral component in the life cycle of DOt only the
young individuals involved, but also for the rest of society in which they live. As we know.
during the past 3-4 decades the social and OJ.IturaI stages which define adultbood for the

Naskapi have undergone significant change. This section 6nt looks at bow the maturation
process has changed from more traditional times., then what constitutes being a teenager
and an adult today, and finally what. these variations in the lifc cycle mean in relation to the

social role ofteenagen and the structure of the family.
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"~"IO"1lIOCIpOQW"

As UnpIied by"", obove lenns, ................. boy, on<! ....................

man, the paragraphs below describe the tnditional process of matw'arion for Naskapi
males. As hunting and trapping were the main spheres of male activity. it was in these

domains that young boys were first W1gbt the sIci1Is needed to become contnDuting
members of their society. Long before they aetualJy began to practice faLotiog abilities or

hunted with the men, however, young children (both boys and girls) went through what is
known the "walking out ceremony". Held soon after children are able to

walk. -walking

out- marks the time when they are able to move outside the tent on their own. During the
ceiebration the boys are given tools. like miniature bows and arrows (the girls receive such
things as axes). and they perform a tasIc that is associated with their particular cuemonial

item. For the Naskapi. -waUcing Ot.lt- is a symbolic acknowledgement of the boys'
independence and the beginning of their hunting career (Jancewicz 1998. personal
communication). As an dder in Kawawa DOted, two of the most imponant. aspects of the
ceremony were the naming of the child and the way in which the child was dressed (ibid.).

While boys were generally taught by their fathers or other men in the camp. they
could also learn. great deal from the female members of the groupll. However, as

mentioned. it was from watching and eventually accompanying the men on a hunt. where
the boys would accumulate and practice most of their skills and Icnowledge. They often
I'Sy bcIpiq tbcif mothers or 0Ibtr _

around the camp (i.e. by ptbcriD( spucc boups,

colIcctiDI waICr. dea.DiDg meal) boys k:amc:d many skills wlUcb would CDIbIc them II:l prtwidc b
poup and 5WVive 011 tbeir own.
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the

began learning to hunt with a bow and arrow and then moved to a rifle:

"The first thing I hunted was partridge, I used a bow and arrows. It was my
grandfather who taught me all that. Then came the time when I was shown
how to use a rifle. My grand-father was proud ofme wben he thought I

knew how to use a rifle. He must have been thinking that I would help him
when he went bunting." (Levesque et at. 1996(b):26).

Of equal importance was knowing how to make the materials of the hunt, such as a canoe
or sled. and learning to read the environment and weather patterns (ibid:21). Upon

acquiring these skills and proving his worth as a hunter, aU that was left for the young man
to be brought fuUy within the adult fold was a wife., M.he is then a manM(Davies
1963:222-223, cited in Henriksen 1973:9)

"isJcwaas" to "iskwaaw"

In this paragraph we look at the traditional progression from girl, ·iskwaas-, to
woman, Miskwaaw·. From a very early age girls were responsible for helping to maintain
the camp and raise SIblings or other children. Their activities could also overlap into the
domain ofhunting, as they would often assist their mothers when fishing or setting snares
(Levesque ct. al. 1996(b):25). Additional tasks which were central to any young woman's
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upbringmg incIud<d I<anUng to prepa<e meat. cook, d<aning ond maIcing c1o<hes, ond
sewing. However, long before young girls were able Co fulfiJ these duties they too went
tbrougb the "waIJcing out cuemony". for guts,

IS

was the.,... wM male _

the

cdebmioo marked their first iodepeoderd: steps out of the tent. lD the same wrj that the
ceremony was an adcnowiedgemeat ofthe boys' entry into the male-oricnted world of

hunting, for young girts "walking out" was a recognition aCme beginniDg oftbeir training

for tasks and skills they wculd be responsible for as women. As girls got older they would
also hdp the mid-wives during labour. thereby becoming familiar with the process of
chiJdbinh and the various practices that were a part of pregnancy and childcare (ibid.).

However, perhaps the most defining attribute of womanhood was that of having a child.
and, as with the men. being married, which occurred between the ages of 12-15 (Tanner
1944:685).

COIIIiac 01' age today

For young Naslcapi today. the process ofbecoming an adult is a different and more
prolonged experience from that ofw past. Living in the settlement essentially year-round
means that young people spend less time on the

land. which was once the primary source

for learning and role attainment for youth in the past. School is now the main educational
influence. In fact, the attainment of a high school diploma has become an irnponant
marker of maturity and achievement for young Naskapi. Yet, because obtaining their
diploma can take between 10-15 years, contrary to the past. when becoming an adult wu
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a relatively rapid progress:ion.the advent ofthis new aspect of the maturation process can
take quite long. The substantial rise in age at marriage (now usually occurring between the

early to late 20's), coupled with the shonage ofhousing in Kawawa means that it takes
longer for young couples to establish their own household independent of their parents.
This also

makes achieving adulthood a more gradual process than was the case in the past.

Accompanying these changes are new expectations of roles that must be filled as
Naskapi teenagers become fully mature. They are now expected to achieve and compete

foe educational opportunities, jobs, and even their own households. before they are treated
as bonafide -adults·. However. contnUy to ideas put forth by other authors writing on
Naskapi youth (Robbins 1989; Lopez-Gonzalez 1993). these new features of the
achievement ofadulthood, such as education and wage employment. ought not to be

treated as abstract variables which can simply cancel out the traditional requirements for
maturity (such as hunting or knowing how to cook bush foods). While these bush-oriented
activities do not represent much in the way of economic returns and hunting is no longer
the main avenue through which young men, for example, achieve full adult status, there
are other ways ofvaluing these activities (in more symbolic tenns for example). From my
observations, many parents and grandparents are actively teaching their children and
relatives about the bush and the cultural values of these activities. The culturally sensitive
curriculum at school also plays a role in ensuring that Naskapi history and the Icnowledge
of traditional ways of living is passed on to young people. Moreover. several of the young
men I know, along with members of the community. clearly see bush skills and hunting
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abilities as an important put of their maturing status. As explained more fully in chapter

six, these pursuits also continue to have great communal significance. as seen in the
practice: of community or family-wide stwing of a large kill; in the: eq>ected contribution
of game to a feast or celebration; and in the: community-wide participation in annual hunts,
such as can'bou hunting or goose break.

being a teenager

Through their adoption of items of popular Western culture. such as dress, music.

and fun-oriented activities, Naskapi teens may superficially be no different than their nonaboriginal North American counterpans. Moreover, because there is no indigenous word
for 'teenager'. when speaking of people who are roughly between 10-20 years old the
Naskapi often use the English word -teenager-. Although the word -teenager- is used
frequently by Naskapi speakers there is a local term for people who are in between
childhood and adulthood. This word, which is heard as often as ·teenager-, means 'young
person' and has two fonns: ·uschiniischisuw" for boys and -uschiniichiskwaaw- for girls.
It is not surprising that two different terms are used to refer to the same social group.
However, what is significant is the Naskapi usage and application of the word 'teenager'.
As will be illustrated below, the Naskapi treatment of this term reveals much about
society's perception of not only leenagers, but also of certain individuals who seem to defy

any Icind of traditional age classification.
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As mentioned. despite the newness of the 'teenage' category among the Nasbpi.

this word is used as often as the local term for'young penon'. However, tbtte are
instances wben the word -teeoagt:r" is used to express something ra1ber different than

merely denoting the age Of behaviour of peop~ who are WIed by either the English orNasbpi term.. For- example, when asked for tbcit opinioos of teens, the older genentions

genenlly desaibe them as DOt doing anything with their lives and as being very different
from. youth in the past. Yet. u I indicated in chapter two, this derogatory reference signals
their disillusionment with changes that are occurring for the whole ofNaskapi society, not

just among the teenagers. In this instance then, the concept of 'teenager' is

~used~

as a

vehicle ofexpression. through which the older members of society can channel and redirect some of the problems and discontinuities they associate with current socio-a1ltural
<hang•.

This use of the 'teenager' concept as a negative characterization can also be applied

to people who are in their 30's or 40's, to denote immature behaviour. On numerous
occasions I heard people., usually unattached men with reputations for being irrespoQSi)Ie,
referred to as being

~just

like .. teenager-. Similarly, during my fieldwork several. people

said that although I was an adult (I was 24 at the time) sometimes I
teenager-. The Naskapi applH:ation of the word

~teenager~ seems

~ad( cd}

like a

to embody a set of

characteristics, one which the Naskapt see lIS being specific to the teenage social group,
and one which incorporates a host ofbebaviour, attitudes, and appearances which are
outside of the experience ofrnost Naskapi. From my point of view this is interesting for
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two reasons. On the one hand, although the term 'teenager'

is very new for the Nasbpi, IS

the data has iUustrated, they often use this word in much the same way that we do.

Secondly, through their use of this word, people (or their behaviour) who no longer seem
to lit into traditional Naskapi age classification systems are rationalized and made sense of
Thus, although they are often spoken of in a negative way, the teenage social group is a
type of signpost., marlring the interpretations of socio-cu1tura1 change within their own

Now that the Naskapi classification ofteenagen and the term itseIfhas been
explained, we

can move to some of the basic features which define this phase. For girts.

the commencement of menarche, which occurs around age 12-13, is part of their teenage
experience. In general, this physiological change is seen as an irritating inconvenience,
both in terms of physical discomfort and because once their periods begin they can become
pregnant. Perhaps the most significant marker of the onset of the teenage phase for both
sexes is when they begin spending less and less time with their family and more with their

peers. This leads to the creation ora new set ofleen-specific activities., such IS -hanging
Out-, the establishment ofromantic or casual relationships with the opposite sex, and

experimenting with smoking, alcohol, dntgs, and sex. For many, becoming a parent is also
a fact of teenage life. In most cases, unlike North American societies where teen parents

are almost always deprived of their status as teenagers, because ofthe support ofthe
extended family system among the Naskapi. teen parents in Kawawa are usually able to
1 ~or a similar discussion of the treatment of ICenagers within the context of modemimioa aad
socia! change today, see Mark Liechty's (1995) work a.mong the teenagers of Nepal.
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retain their place as teenagers. However, as discussed later on in the chapter, when there is

an absence of this type of familial suppon the teens and their families face new and often

difficult challenges as they attempt to raise their growing bouseholds.

Aside liom the geucn1 characteristics of teenagers, as described above, there are
some more specific meanings of this period which need to be elucidated. 11te two central

and intertwined characteristics ofbeing a teenager are being involved in casual or more
serious sexua1 relationships, which will be looked at in greater detail in the next chapter,
and having fun20 . These two features of teen life are exemplified at activities like parties.

drinking, going camping, and walking around in groups. Going to town (Schefferville) is a
particularly enjoyable activity because they can hang out with friends in a different
environment, they can do things they may not be permitted to do at home (i.e. drink,
smoke, be with a boy/girlfriend), and they can interact with Montagnais and non-native
teenagers who live in town and the nearby Matimekosh reserve. Although my informants
told me that these things are fun, they also recognize that drinking or doing drugs in

excess or for the wrong reasons can lead to problems like substance addiction or suicide
attempts. In fact, seeing as many of the teens and their families have been affected by
violence, problem drinking, drug addictions. or spousal abuse, they are very aware of what
they term the

~craziness~

of present day life.

20 Although the Naskapi teen51isled things whicl1 appear silI1i1ar to Western or North American
notions oflUn, fun itselfis lIOla univmaI categocy. isQIJturalJyddincd. As such. althou8b tbcsc
activities may seem recogn.iDble aceordi.n& 10 our standards, il is important 10 keep in mind !he Nasbpi
meaningoffun..
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While Naskapi teenagers spend the majority of their time in the pursuit offun,

some individuals go through feeIings ofemotional turmoil. For example. in Kawawa
during the 1980's and early'9O's there was a suicide epidemic and at least five young men
killed themselves (Robbins 1989:2). Although their nates of suicidal behaviour are
relatively consistent with those ofother Native groups in Canada:. the phenomenon is a
very recent one for the Naskapi (ibid.). According to Robbins. the emergence of suicide in

this context is directly rdated to the socio-aJltural upheaval associated with the move to
settled life. which. in tum, made for an absence of a defined social role for young people
entering adulthood (ibid. :22).

Compared to the period covered in Robbins' report. the number of suicides has
now decreased substantially. However. some Naskapi teens still experience suicidal
feelings today. [know both male and female teenagers who have tried to take their lives
on severa1 occasions. In the cases that I am familiar with suicide was attempted because of
family problems or over a break up with a girtlboyfiiend, and the teens were usually under
the influence of drugs and or alcohol.

being an adull

Turning to the teenagers ideas about adulthood, when I asked them what makes

someone an adult, their responses included: listening, taking responsibilities for yourself
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(includes ICling ""P"""bly~ helping the """""","" oa:ompIishing goals you set to<

youndf, being able to go to the bar, and going to the bush on your own. It is interesting
to note that although the teens recognize the respoosibiIitie of bc:iDg • parent, they do DOC:

sec baviDg a child as autonwicaUy making a penoII an adult. This observation is dircct.Iy
related to our eartier disaJssioD of the teens' conceptions of age. where we saw how
imponant ODe'S behaviour, not merdy cbroooIogical age,. is to assessing the particular
catcgOf)' an individual bdoogs in.

Additional comments about lhis topic reveal much about

now the category of

'teenager' figures within their ideas of maturity and age. Warrenl l • who is 23, says that he
is not an adult yet. ·over 30's and ru be an adult". He went on to say that "most people

when they're 16 or 18 think 'I'm a man'. but they're not". When (asked WarreD ifhe
thought that I was an aduJt he said the foUowiDg "yes. in your system they say 18 yean old
you're on your own". What these answers seem to imply is that, contrary to the Western
notions of the function of the teenage stage, that it serves to mould young people into the

adults they almost automatically become once out of these YeaB. the traditional double
requiR:ments for maturity·those of age and skill together-remain essential to the young

peoples' conceptions of becoming adulu.

Brent, who is 11, provides us with another example of what onc needs to be a

functioning adult, or to "be set" as he put it. When discussing what he requires to be set he

said that he has his own snowmobile,. snowshoes. leggings to wear in the snowshoes.
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traps, bags for his traps,

moccasins. and his own gun. The only things left for him to

obtain are a 4-whedeT, a truck. a bouse, his IUgh school diploma. and a woman. It is
interesting that the things he presently has are esseotiaIly the same as they would have

been in the past for a young

rtWl.

his age, and what he needs to become established. on the

other hand (excluding a woman and to a certain degree a house), are generally items from
the White world. The significant thing about the description ofBren!'s adult -tool kit- is
that be does not seem to express any ambivalence about selecting items from two different
cultural contexts. On the contrary, he appears to be used to living in tandem with both the

traditional Naskapi and the contemporary Euro-Canadian lifestyle.

Although the topics of hunting and the bush are discussed more fully in a later
chapter, it is worth noting here that some male teens continue to view hunting as an
imponant pan of adulthood. For example, when asked ~what is good about being an
adult?~

Brent replied

~hunting,

that's

it~.

For the girls, although hunting is not neccssarily

part ofbeing an adult, for many ofthem knowing how to prepare bush foods is an

imponam skill to learn. We can see a parallel here, between the attitudes girls have toward
cooking bush food and the contemporary cycle of learning about bush skills, as discussed
in chapter six. In that, a eenain activity does not have to be mastered by a given age,
instead, the imponant thing is that the particular skill or task is learned.

As the data has shown, although the traditional route to adulthood for the teens of

Kawawa is blocked in various ways (Robbins 1989:10), tmditional values pertaining to
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maturity and role attainment appear to be intact among the teenagers. providing them with
the underlying structure and guidance needed to create new routes to adulthood.

However, as the teens envision their future they are not relying solely on traditional values
or eumples from the past. As we saw in the case of Brent. some teenagers are activeJy
creating and using different blends oftraditional Naskapi and Euto-Canadian cuJturaI
influences to constJUet their own models of adulthood.

CbaDpDI ramify dynamics

As we saw at the beginning of this chapter. the traditional Naskapi family structure

consisted ofa wide network ofkin relations. operating along bilateral lines of descent.
Although many people could be involved in the upbringing of children, individuals were
generally raised by a group ofrelatives (real or fictive) within which there was a 'mother'
and 'father'. However, with the recent decline in maniages, the h.igh turnover ofpartners
among couples, and the rise in singleD and teenage mothers, the anatomy ofNaskapi
family life is undergoing significant change.

l1lese developments are imponant because new kinds of social functions and

responsibilities are being associated with formerly -fixed- roles; and they engender new
demands on family members which cannot be easily absorbed into the formerly secure
llTbe rateoCsingle IDOtherbood iscaremely high in Kawawa. III 1989. forcxample. 8O%ofall
ltvebitths wmbom IOsiagJe mothers (Geo1'fiqI and Wilkinson 1989:390)
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network of kin relations. Moreover, because these new duties cannot always be explained
or rationalized through the 'traditional' values, which still define a portion of the DCW
responsibilities, there exists a gap between the newly created familial role and the rules
needed to define it. As the foUowing example oftcenage motherhood iUustnltes, the
presence of such spaces between these contemporary roles and their defining
characteristics put a great deal of pressure on the traditional family suucture., pressure
which in some cases make it very bard for those involved to adequately suppon the
families in need.

teenage motherhood

In Kawawa teenage motherhood is very widespread23 and within the family, and
to a certain extent the community, it constitutes one of the most conflictive aspects ofthe
newly emerging family structure. AngeJa, who lives with her daughter and her mothe?'
Rosemary, is a case in point. Angela became a mother at age 17 and as with the majority
of teenage pregnancies., she did not plan to have her child. The accidental nature of her
pregnancy, along with Angela's inadequate mothering ability and immaturity, as perceived
by Rosemary, are repeatedly thrown in her face when the two women argue, which occurs
almost daily. Criticisms, such as

~she

always makes her cry~ or conversely,

~Iook

how

131n r.act, one of my key informants told me thaI of alllbe young women who an: roughly her age
(1aleteens lOearty lWeIlties). Ibm is onJyone individual wboclocs not. haveanychi1d«::Dyc:t.
Z4 1t

is significant to DOte thai: the motbefoftheteen mom in the foUowingcase study was bend(

a teenage mother. There has also never bccD a pennaneat fatber figure in this family and Deitbcr tbe
teenage mom nor tier own daughter are acquai.Dlcd witb their fathers.
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good she is with me-, also serve as Rosenwy's anenal as she competes for the role of
mother to baby Patricia. In fact, Rosemary has even threatened to go to Social Services to
get legal custody of ber granddaughter because she thinks Angela is doing such a poor job
as a mother.

In order to understand the complexities of this situation and to see how it is
representative of some of the changes which an: occurring within Naskapi family structure

and teenage life, we Deed to take a closer look at Angela. She is a key figure because she
is a teen mom, her mother was also a teenage mother, and her experience of growing up

as a child ofa single mother who endured considerable hardships as she raised her
children, namely alcoholism, being a single parent, and physical abuse from various
boyfriends. mirrors the difficulties faced by the majority of single Naskapi mothers and
their families. As this example is explained in greater detail we will see how Angela's
situation is illustrative of three things in particular: the experience of teenage motherhood
in Kawawa today; some of the changes which are occurring in the family structure. namely

the lack of stable relationships among the women and the absence of patemaJ influence
within the family; and the effects oCthe generational repetition ofteenage motherhood.

First, the category oC-teenage mom- itself In traditional times., we know thaI
people were usuaUy married and had children in their teens. Today, young women are still
having children during their teen years. However, as will be elucidated below, there are a
number of fiLctors at play which affect how these teens become parents., establish families.,
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and also how they are seen by their families and in the eyes ofthe cornrnwrity as they
adjust to these different parameters offamily life.

Marriage practices., which began changing dramatically in the past few decades,
play a large role in shaping the pattern of life for young Naskapi today. Contrary to the
past, when people married in their early to late teens. today individuals are marrying much
later, in their 20's or 30's, if at all Another significant factor influencing the contemporary
family structure is that, in contrast to the past, bearing children no longer guarantees a
permanent relationship. The third point we need to consider is the presence of the
relatively new prolonged period ofcourtship and sexual activity among teenagers. Since
teenage courtship involves ever-<:hanging and exhaustive searches for po$Sl.ole partner'$,
which is discussed more fully in the next chapter, for Naskapi teens today finding a mate
to establish a family with is a much more difficult process than it was in the past lfwe
also take into account the immature status that is often associated with teens by the older
generations to this equation. we can see how all of these factors work together to produce
an image ofteen mothers as irresponsible and as not ready for the task of motherhood.
Thus, Rosemary's criticisms, albeit rather harsh, do appear to be rooted within the
currently changing context ofNaskapi life.

While the changes in Naskapi family structure were described in the introduction
to this section, the absence ofa father figure(s), along with the lack of stable male-female
relationships (i.e. dating, married, or civil unions) deserves additional mention here.

"

Obviously, neither Rosemary nor AIIgela needJ a man to have a 'better life' and a husband.,

boyfriend, or father will not occessarily make their household run smoother. However,
generally speaking, these male figures would contribute to the family's economic stability
and through their network ofextended kin they would be able to provide their families
with additional social and emotional support. As it stands, this mother and daughter (along
with a great majority of women in Kawawa, see footnote 22) have only the maternal side
of the family to rely on for support. Moreover their family is often involved in helping
other relatives. Thus at times, Angela and Rosemary are left with only each other to
depend on. When we combine this with the tensions already present because Angela is a
teen mom, some of the pieces of this shifting familial puzzle come together and we can see
why the women sometimes rum on one another and end up competing for Patricia.

With respect to the issues ofteenage motherhood and the family, the third factor
whicb helps to illustrate the significance ofthis situation is the generational repetition of
teenage motherhood. While { am not anempting to provide an complete account ofwhy
this occurs so often among the Naskapi, I include this phenomenon in our discussion for
two reasons. The generational repetition ofteen premarital motherhood is a prevalent
characteristic ofcontemporary family life, as weU as the teenage experience in Kawawa.
SecondJy, it helps to explain some ofthe reasons for the hostility and competition that
exists between Rosemary and Angela.

That both mother and daughter have gone through the experience ofbeing a
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teenage mother is important in and of itself. Although it is something they share. as the

data has shown. this does not necessarily imply that theR exists a system ofmutual
support between the women. Rather, the very fact that it is repeated seems to symbolize
the reproduction of some of the mistakes which appear to lead to teenage pregnancy; such

as the irresponsible I\llttm oftheteeoager or parental misguidance. For her part. as we
saw, Rosemary focuses on Angela's irresponsibility as being the reason for her pregnancy.
However, her daughter's situation is also a vinual image ofher own as a teen mother and
when this is incorporated with Rosemary's feelings of inadequacy about her performance
as a mother, according to Angela, this makes Rosemary want to make amends for the past

through Patricia, who represents for her a second chance at motherhood. For Angela, on

the other hand., motherhood is what allowed her the power (in the form of a much adored
child of her own) to confront her mother, albeit indirectly, about her dismal performance
as a mom when she was young. However, there is a catch 22 element within her situation.

For in AngeJa's efforts to redress some of Rosemary's mistakes she ends up repeating
almost exactly what her mother did. Thus, while the reproduction of teen pregnancy
represents a potential for positive change, because the women end up using the situation
to alleviate or negate past mistakes, it seems to almost naturally repeat itself in a rather
damaging way.

In this section I have drawn upon the specific example of teenage motherhood to

iUustrate some ofthe most significant changes which are taking place within teenage life
and the contemporary Naskapi family structure. While the experience of having children
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and being married during the teenage yeacs is a traditional Naskapi practice, for "teenage"
mothers (and fathers) today the situation is quite different. Teens are generalfy not married
or involved in permanent relationships when they have children, in fact many of them may

never be officially nwried. However, when they do become involved, because the
composition and duration of these unions is rather uncertain the establishment of a family
is becoming a much more difficult and prolonged process. 1be complex phenomenon of
the generational repetition of teenage motherhood is another facet ofteen life and the
modem Naskapi family. Although. mothers and daughters may attempt to amend their

difficult situation through actions which are intended to counterbalance the mistakes ofthe
past. as we saw, it seems that they end up repeating the cycle.

Coadusioa

This chapter has dealt with the changes which have occurred in the process of
coming of age and the structure ofthe family since more traditional times. We saw how
the introduction of the cultural category of 'teenager has created social and familial
tensions unseen before in Naskapi life. factors such as schooling, living year round on the
settlement. and the many new socio-economic roles and opportunities which influence
Naskapi teens are making the achievenlent of adulthood a lengthier and more diverse
experience than was the case in the past.

Related to this is the perception oflhis social group by the rest of society. As we
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saw with the example of Rosemary and Angeia, teenagers are generally perceived as being
unable to take on the responsibilities of adulthood and because the attnl>ute5 which

formerly defined social maturity in the past (i.e. marriage. a stable relationship, and
childbearing)

no longer seem to apply, being a teenager comes to carTY a certain degree of

social stigma. The application ofderogatory comments about -teenage behaviour" to older
people reinforces this notion of immaturity or improper behaviour.

While the teenage experience produces conflicts which are essentially new, the
teens are also a pan ofa larger cultural discontinuity that is being felt throughout the
whole ofNaskapi society, that of the changing structure ofthe family. As we noted, the
decrease in marriage, the oscillating nature ofrelationships, and the fact that pregnancy no
longer necessitates marriage or a permanent union have led to a rise in families which are
headed by single women. While some women who are employed or collect social support
enjoy the economic freedom and control they have over their families, more often than not
they rely very heavily on their family to get by on their own. This in tum engenders a new
kind pressure on certain family members., especially grandparents (like Rosemary) who, as
we saw, are assuming the role of parents to their grandchildren through social situations
which are different from those of the past. Despite these new tensions and complications
within the institution of the family. it remains the most powerful and reflexive realm of

NasJcapisociai organization.
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CHAPTER V - 'Wl/CHAA WAA W' SEXlJALDY AND GENDER RELATIONS

During adolescence, as young people become sexually mature they begin to gain
insight into the workings of sex and their own sexuality. In Kawawa, the most viSIble
expression of teenage sexual identity is that of'wiichaawaaW, which means "helshe is
going with (goes with) berlhim". In this chapter I will show how these relations with the
opposite sex operate and how they are representative of the teens' interpretations of
sexuality and gender relations. We begin with an overview of traditional fonns of malefemale relations. marriage, and mate selection. foUowed by a description of'wiichaawaaw'.

The two vignettes presented at the end of the chapter provide us with illustrations of how
teenage sexuality, 'wiichaawaaw'. and the conflicts these issues often engender between
teens and parents, are dealt with in everyday life.

Historically speaking, gender relations among the Naskapi were essentially
egalitarian, and while there were significant differences between men and women, on the
whole neither sex dominated the other (Leacock 1981 :35). With respect to partner
selection they practiced exogamy and bilateral cross--cousin maniages were preferred
(Rogers and Leacock 1981:183).'Cross cousins' (which are defined as one's mother's
brother's children or one's father's sister's children) were favoured as spouses because in a
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small nomadic band like the Naskapi the political,

social. and economic dements of life

were intimately bound together by kin ties., and having an aunt or uncle as an in-law
ensured that close familial ties were maintained (Leacock 1986: 153). The term 'niwUimus',

which was used to refer to a person's cross--cousi.n, also denoted one's 'sweetheart'. This
word had humorous sexual connotations because not only can one marry one's crosscousin, but cross-cousins were preferred marriage partners (ibid.: 153).

During the pre-settlement time individuals were married very young, usually in

their teen years (numerically speaking that is, because the socio-cuJturaI category of
'teenager' had not yet been adopted), and the unions were often arranged (fanner
1944:685). These marriages. often consisting of several couples. were typically organiud
by older relatives and took: place in the summer. They were held at this time of the year
because this

was when the Naskapi came into contact with missionaries and other groups

of people traveling through the Quebec-Labrador peninsula. Summer was also an
opportune time to hold weddings because it was one of the few occasions when groups of
families came together (Henriksen 1973: 13).

While marriage was an important social event and an integral part of survival, due
10 accidental

deaths or conflict between partners, the unions were not always life-long

(Levesque et. aI 1996(b):9). It was also not uncommon for people to be married several

times throughout their life. The existence of polygyny has also been recorded among the
Naslcapi in traditional times. A particularly good hunter might have had, or needed, two
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wives to process large amounts of meat and to bdp the hunter bring the products of the

hunt back: to camp (Henriksen 1973:51). However, as Henriksen points out, baving two
wives was perhaps more a result ofhunting prowess than a marlcer of social status (ibid.).

With respect to finding a mate in traditional

times. the Naskapi relied on their far-

reaching kin netWorks and the personaJ connections they made on their travels through the
Quebec·Labrador peninsula.. Wtthin their former system of social organization these two
features acted in a remarkably efficient manner, allowing for great tlexl.oility and a sense of
inclusiveness in a time when Life was less predictable than it is today. Mailhot uses the
term Rstructured mobilityR to describe this system among the tnnu of Labrador (ibid.: l33).
Despite changes in social life and land use. she argues that structured mobility is a dynamic
force which continues to shape Innu life today.

Structured mobility, and its two inherent features ofterritoriaJ movement and
horizontal tines of kinship provide the backdrop for Mailhot's numerous illustrations of the
ways in which people from different regions and bands 'had access' to each other. The
following passage encapsulates how structured mobility functioned:

ROne's residential opportunities were multiplied if one had numerous

relatives. by blood or marriage, close or distant, who had contracted
exogamous marriages within the Sheshatshit band. If circumstances had
deprived someone of an adequate kinship network, then that person's
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territorial experience was correspondingly limited- (1997: 147).

While Mailhot provides convincing data to show that social organization and
territorial movement continue to operate along essentially 'traditional' lines. she does DOt
discuss bow these components affect the process of'baving access' or bow having access

operates within the dating practices among Inno youth today. However. given the
inextricably intimate ties the Naskapi have with the ways oflife described by Mailhot, in
my efforts to illustrate some of the principles at work in the Naskapi teen system of
'wiichaawaaw', I will draw upon her idea ofsuuctured mobility. In the section which
describes how the teens' relations with members of the opposite sex work I shall put forth
the idea that although the social components that once characterized mate selection have
changed, the teenagers have created their own "modern" variables which function in
essentiaUy the same way as in the past. to ensure one linds the best or most suitable
partne<.

'WlICHAAWAAW": aD ovtniew

Throughout my stay in Kawawa I was fascinated by the colourful and dynamic
nature ofNaskapi teenage sexuality. Two ofthe most interesting aspects oftheir relations
with members of the opposite sex were the strong emphasis placed by the teens on having
a 'niwirimu5 (boy/girlfriend) and the various terminology they used to explain these
relationships. I was often perplexed by how people answered the seemingly simple
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question "are you going out with herlhim?-. After mucb discussion with the teens about
this issue., it seemed that a number of different kinds ofrelations fit under my category of
-going out-, anything from a one night stand, doing something with a platonic friend, or
having a monogamous relationship. During the process ofthesis writing, however, I
received some additional information about the Naslcapi terms for these kinds of social
relations and things became much clearer.

I was informed that aside from the word -going out-, which I had been using
throughout my interviews and conversions with the teens. there are two local terms which
are much more applicable: 'wiichaawaaw', meaning -helsbe is going with bcrlhim- and

'waapimaaw', -belshe sees berlhim-. It became obvious that my confusion about how the
teens answered my question was due to my ignorance of the diversity of linguistic terms
for, and social types of, these social interactions. For when I asked the teens -are you
going out with her/him?- and they answered -yes" to something which did not seem like
-going out-, in tbe steady or monogamous sense., because I only offered them one broad
description oftheir relations, the teens had no choice but to answer ·yes-.

Since the teens change 'niwi/imus panners very frequently and because they are
involved in a number of different activities when they spend time with their boy/girlfiiends,
learning which teenagers were boy/girlfiiend and what constituted a -date- also proved
challenging. Some of the standard activities which all boy/girlfriends panake in include
walking around the community, going to one another's house, to a party, to Schefferville,
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or to the bush together. The teens who are going with each other also spend time at one

another's house. just hanging out, or baby-sitting the cbildren in the house. Despite the fact
that this is typical -couple- behaviour, it is sometimes difliadt to discern whether or not
these activities are indicative of'wiichaawaaw'. For example, when two platonic friends
went to town together and I asked one ofmy teenage friends if they were going out, my
informant told me that -he sees her". As with the case above. my confusion surrounding
what constitutes a -date-, and who are a -couple-, is undoubtedly due to the different

local terms for the oumber of equally different kinds of casual male-female friend and
girllboyfiiend-related activities.

To comprehend 'wiichaawaaw'more fully I asked the teenagers ifit was both
important and serious to be with someone, and whether or not the majority of teens had a
niwitimus. The girls generally said that it was important to have someone, but not that

serious, and they fdt that most teens have a panner. The guys, one the other band, told
me that relationships are neither important nor serious. Contrary to what the girls said, the
guys felt that most teenagers do not have someone. When I inquired why dating was not
yet serious for both males and females a link. was made between seriousness and sex. For

the girls thisoonnection was always explained in terms of becoming pregnant or the fear
of this occurring. According to the guys, who usually said relationships would only
become serious when they were much older, the sex-seriousness dichotomy was genenlly
associated with the establishment of a family or more permanent pair-bond in the future.
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When the teens explained the system of'wiicbaawaaW further. it became apparent
that there is another set ofvariables at work., those of sex and love. Several ofmy female
informants, usually older teens, told me that girls do not really care if. guy sleeps around,
they are mostly concerned with love. This, along with the potential ofbecoming pregnant,

may be one reason why

~going with~

someone is. more pressing issue for them. Guys, on

the other hand, according to the girls, are more worried about their girlfriends sleeping
with another guy and love is secondary. This could explain why they say having a partner
is not serious or important. While girts say that sex, not love, is the guys' main interest,

and male teens seem to substantiate this claim when they said that relationships are not
very significant, additional conversations I had with the guys reveals a more complex
situation. For although they initially told me that going with a girl is not serious. when I
asked them to describe the most difficult experiences they have had. the majority of them
said ·when a girl breaks up with me". Hence, although the romantic ideology espoused by
the girls may seem to fit their understanding of the aspirations ofguys and girls within

'wiichaawaaw', it is not always representative of bow the guys fed about their
relationships with girls.

Given their interpretations of'wiichaawaaw', it is clear that male and female teens
experience, and express their feelings about, these relations in their own unique ways.
Girls clearly invest a weat deal ofmeaning in having someone and being in love. They also
tend to express the significance oftheir relations in a more overt manner than the guys.
For their part, the male teens tend to be concerned with immediate physical gratification
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and 'steady' or serious relationships are something to be established in the future.
Howeva-, although the guys are more reluctant to discuss their feelings about their
relations with girls, they are meaningful to them.

While 'wiichaawaaW is one of the most exciting things in the teenagers' lives., the

experiences they have in these relations also teach them about family and adult
responsibilities. The majority ofthe teens., both male and female, told me that the hours of

baby-sitting they do has prepared them for having their own children, and they view
having children and raising a family in a confident and optimistic manner. The teens also
learn bow to handle conflicts within their families about their sexual activity and
'w;;chaawaaw'. For although some the sexual attitudes of the teens in Kawawa are

consistent with those ofNorth American adolescents in general, because the older
generations grew up with different courtship practices, the conditions surrounding
'wiichaawaaw' often create difficulties between parents (or grandparents) and teens. For

girls such conflicts usually center around promiscuity and becoming pregnant. However.
the latter issue is equally important for guys to avoid because -getting a girl pregnantusually carries with it a certain degree ofeconomic and social responsibility on the boy's
side. Thus,

'w;;chawwaaw~1S not

only a time for sexual experimentation, it also provides

them with the experience they will need to raise a family and to foster male-female
relations in the future.
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Inside 'wiichaawaaW: how it works

As the data bas shown, the teenage system of 'wilc:Jraawaaw' is a complex network

of social interactions. While I cannot say that I fuUy understand the structure of these
social relations, because we know so little about Naskapi teenage relationships. and since

they ace different from traditional courting practices. we need to look closer at the
anatomy of: and variables within, these relations.

The cycle of'wiichaawaaw' fonows a rhythm rooted in the local teenage
experience. This system is perpetuated by many things. such as the desire for a partner.
burgeoning sexuality, curiosity, and the need to belong. Yet, despite the dire imponance
placed on having a 'niwitimus' by virtually every teen I talked to. they always seemed to be
on a perpetuaJ hunt for a new partner. often regardless of whether or not they already had
one. Also. their reJationships were ended and/or begun anew at a remarkable weekly or
even daily rate. When I asked why these relations were

ended. contrary to typical North

American relationship models in which boredom or -not getting along" are often cited as
reasons for breaking up with someone. in every case it was due to infidelity and/or
jealousy. Upon witnessing the ebb and flow of these relations over a number of months
two key variables surfaced as central to the operation of'wiichtJawaaw': the number of
different 'niwitimus' partners the teens have and the fluidity of these relations (in terms of

the length of the unions); both of which will be elaborated on below.
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From convenations with teenage girls in Kawawa. it is estimated that by the age
of IS a girl could bave bad between 10-15 different boyftiends (this number may be

slightly less for boys). Given that the girls on average begin dating at age 12, this works
out to roughly 3.3-5 boyfriends per year. When compared to their non-Native female
counterparts, ofwhom only 7% had 4 OT mOTe partners by the time they ace 14 or I S

(Besharovand Gardiner 1997:347), this ratio seems exceedingly high. Perhaps even more

interesting is that by the time young women (and to a lesser degree young men) are in
their early 20's, it is probable that they will bave exhausted

an of their potential prospects

in Kawawa and other nearby communities (Schefferville and Matimekosh). Since I was
told on sevent occasions that the number ofboy/girlfriends bad by an individual does not
exact a measure of status. what is the purpose of going through such a high number of
partners to the extent that their possibilities could be completely depleted? To properly

comprehend the function of this variable and how it plays into the whole system of
'wiichaawaaW we need to look at in relation to the other variable, MfluidityM.

While MfluidityM is a rather eJusive term, it best encapsulates the perpetual motion

and activity which affects the duration ofteenage sexuaI relations in Kawawa. From my
discussions with the teens I learned that Mgoing with Msomeone could last anywhere from
one day, a few weeks, or even several months (which was quite uncommon). Since going
with someone seems to mean so much 10 the Naskapi teens, why wouJd their relations

change so frequently and be so short in length? Are they influenced by the North American
image ofMr./Mrs. Right to the extent that they are on a perpetual search for that perfect
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someone? Although Western ideals ofromance do playa role in their attitudcs and
actions, cspcciaUy for the girl teens (see p.86), their beliefin these imported myths oflovc
does not fully explain the -Ouidity- of their relations. From my observations, the Naskapi
teenagers' almost insatiable drive to be involved with someone almost aU the time, for any
given length oftime, is not some kind ofexpression ofunbridled sexuality, nor is it merely
a replication ofNonh American styles of romance. Instead, it seems to be a way for them
to control the course oflheir relations and to ensure that they are either always involved
in, or conversely, able to get out o( relations with the opposite sex.

Today, because Naskapi teenagers do not usually rely on the traditional practice of

structured mobiJiryl' to find partners, they must create their own means through which
they can accomplish this goal. In exchange for the territorial mobility and extended lcinship
lines of the past, the teens are relying on the two new variables of-fluidity- and a high
turnover of partners. The relatively undetermined nature oftheir relations, along with
dating virtually every available person, makes for a rather Oexible system of social and
sexual interaction. Hence, because the teens ofKawawa no longer use traditional methods
to find a male, they have created

new variables, through which they are able to cast as

wide a dating net as possible to better or increase their chances of finding suitable matcs.

In this section I have introduced, and tried to make sense ot: the Naskapi teenage
system of'wiichaawaaw'. Sex emerges as an important link to other features within their

woo

l~At least not IOthc samedcgree. Whik I do know of teeDS
are seeing people Cromolber
communities in Quebec aDd Labrador, this is by rae a minoriry situation.
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relations with the opposite sex, such as the seriousness of baving someone and the issue of
love. As

we saw, these elements of'wiichaawaaw' are experienced differeutly by male and

female teens. Girls tend to be concerned with love and they bold their relations to be quite

imponant. Although male teens are generally interested in physical gratification and
serious relationships are something for the future, their relations with girls are imponant to
them. Not only is 'wiichaawaaW central to their everyday activity, these relations can also

teach the teenagers about family life and male-female relations. Lastly, our discussion bas
shown that because Naskapi teens cannot depend on traditional methods of finding a mate,
they are creating their own variables, those ofOuidity and high partner numbers, through
which they can maximize their prospects of finding a suitable partner.

The vignettes

The two vignettes below illustrate how the experiences of. and conflicts
surrounding, teenage sexuality, gender relations, and 'wiichaawaaW are dealt with in
everyday life. The first example describes the way in which a woman I knew reacted to the
appearance ofa hickqJ' on her 14 year old son's neck. In the second sketch we look at
the balance between power and gender within teenage relations. FoUowing the
presentation oftbe two vignettes, I

win provide a brief discussion ofthe central issues

illustrated by the examples.

26Ahickeyisapurple-lshmarltwlticbappearsonlbeslrinasaresultofbeingbittenorsuc:ked
exaaivdy. Hdeys ~ mmmoo1y a551Jcia(cd with adolcso:nce and lend to symbolize immature forms of

,.,.,w"'P"'"""-
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Chris and /he hickey

I visited the bouse where Chris and his family lived shortly after the hickey had
appeared. The scene in the kitchen was one of tension, but from looking at certain

members of the f8mily, I also sensed an underlying Q1ITeDt ofsexuaI humour. Maggie,
Chris' mother, was yelling things at her son in Naskapi, other" relatives were talking quietly
amongst themselves, and Chris was leaning against a wall with his arms folded, looking
quite flustered and embarrassed.

For weeks after the appearance ofthe hickey Chris was subject to intense teasing

and badgering from Maggie, and to a certain degree from others in the family. These
remarks included derogatory comments about the girl who was rumoured to be the issuer
of the hickey (-she's a slut~) and her family ("her mom's an alcoholic and she can't take
care of her kid-). However, within this battery ofverbaJ reprimands are some very
poignant illustrations of the fear this act represented to Maggie. To her the incident, no
matter how minor it may have been, represented sex, more specifically, the potential for
Chris to get a girl pregnant. Maggie was also concerned about how this, and similar
incidents in the future, might affect her relationship with Chris. She seemed to view her
son's first expression of sexuality (or the first to be seen) as a kind of rejection of alI that
she had given him as a child. Perhaps to ease her own anxiety, she spoke ortum as ifhe
were no longer her baby and thrust Chris into the adult world. At one point following the
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appearance oftbe hickey Maggje coM me chat: -he's DOt my baby any more.. ifhe wanes co

act: like aD aduJt he should get created like ooe-.

There are a number of different &ctors 11 play in chis situation. Fnt,. we should

keep in mind chat as this was cbe tint time Maggie bad seen evidence of bc2- son's
developing sexuality, it was nann! for her co react SO strongly. Secood1y. while Massie
undoubtedly felt a certain loss of control over Chris., through her- negative comments abouc
the girl's family eshe (the girl's mother] can't control her kids·) she re-worked her own
feelings into a commentary on another parent's inability to control the very thing she too

was losing a grip on. As a result, Chris almost escapes blame, and, to a certain extent, is
still treated like a child. The third point to consider is that although Maggie saw the hickey
as transforming Chris into an adult and is fearful ofwhat this represents, she does not give

him the guidance and suppon he requires to become a responsible adult in the world of
>eXUality.

In severing the protective ties which formerly bound Chris to her and by not
providing him with the knowledge he will need to effectivdy handle his sexuality, Maggje

seems to almost lay the groundwork. for the creation of the very thing she fears, that CMS
may get a girl pugnult (or get a sexually transmitted disease). Why does she not apply

what she knows from personal experience to the present situation with her son, to ensure
that these fears do not become a reality? Perhaps, it is because Maggie, who was a teen
mother herset.( does not want to confront her own feelings of guilt about the mistakes she
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made in the past. Also. even though during a conversation I had with her about the
incident she said that parents should talk to their children about sex, Maggie seemed to
feel that if she has to talk about these issues with Chris somehow it is a bad retlection on
her as a parent. For Chris. the key thing is that she does not treat sexual matters with the

kind of suppon and understanding that is required to develop a healthy notion of sex.
sexuality. and one's body.

l1te final point to be made about this vignette is that it may provide us with some
clues about the sexual identity ofmale teens in Kawawa.. Ifwe remember. in the section
dealing with the overview of 'wiichoawaaw', the boys said relationships were not
imponant or serious. Yet when asked about the most troublesome things they have gone
through. a majority said it was dealing with the aftermath ofa failed relationship which
was ended by a girl. As many of the boys interviewed repressed or felt guilty over their
very normal sexual and emotional feelings,

in the same way that Chris was made to feel by

Maggie., perhaps what this sketch reveals is that there needs to be a new approach taken to

sex education among the Naskapi. l1tere is a course taught at school. but maybe this
program couJd incorporate ideas and models which are more sensitive to Naskapi
perceptions on. and traditions ot: sexual education.

the power balance between genders within 'wiichaowaaw': lhe case ofMaxine

On our way borne from a night club in Schefferville one night I had the opponunity
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to talk with the 14 yr. old daughter of the woman who was giving us. lift home. -I met

three guys tonight- sbc: informed me. 1 asked her if that meant she bad slept with three
different guys, "No. DOt slept with- she replied with. griD 00 her face. "just kissed-,

Apparc:ntJy .she bad beeD eager to find • boyfiiend aDd ODe of the guys ended up asJrina her
out. Her final comment on the night is somewhat puz:tIios: "I can't wait to meet my

boyfriend-. 1beIievt: sbc: was referring to the fact that her I'ICW beau resides in Schefferville
(whereas she lives in Matimekosb) and because she does DOt always have an opportunity

to visit in town, this made the match aU the more exciting. [ think that her comment could
also refer to the higher status that is accorded to Montagnais, a complex topic which 1 do

not have the data 10 fully explore here, Nevertheless, lhat was how she described the
evening's events.

The 6rsl thing which suuck me about thi5 situation was lhat although Maxine

conformed to the st&ndard rdationship model for Naskapi teens, in which the guy asks the

gUt out, it seems she, not the guy. wielded the most control. For it was through her own
initiative., in the act ofkissing three different guys, that sbc: strengthened the odds ofbeing
wed out. However. she did not: appear to view the situation as one in which she had the
upper hand and actually exercised. certain degree ofcontrol in detemUning the outcome.

lrutead Maxine preferred to conc:enuate on the result ofher actions, ofbeing asked out,
and how she was 50 lucky to have been chosen.

While she may not see herself as commanding a powerful role, it seems that her
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behaviour, and her control over her actions., made it possible for ber to achieve her goal.

In tact. in some ways this vignette illustrates the inversion of the typical dating ideology or

rules (i.e. the girl as waiting to be asked out). However, to be fair to all the variables that
may be at work, we need to consider whether or not Maxine's success was a result of the
guy's true feelings for her. Did be reaDy like her or were his motives similar to her ownwas he simply after a girlfiiend? If the latter is the case then this is not so much an instance
of Maxine's inversion of the typical Naskapi female position within their relations. Rather,
each teen could be using the other and the given circumstances to maximize his and her
respective position within the dating game. A proper analysis oflhis alternative
explanation would require gathering information from this particular guy's point of view,
which I did not have the opportunity to do.

discussion of lhe vigneltes

·Ours is a society that worries about adolescent sexuality, yet it does not
train adolescents in social skills for dating or flirting. Adolescents are
presented with the myth that they should find love with no problems, yet in
reality romance and relationships must be worked on. Adolescents are

expected to date, but they are not taught how to act on a date. how to
conunur..icate with a partner.. : (Meehan and Astor-Stetson 1997:161).

While the above quotation reftl'S to North American teenagers, it encapsulates the
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paradoxical conditions faced by the Naskapi as they grapple with teenage sexuality, gender
relations, and 'wiichaawoaw', as illustrated in the first vignette. The situation ofMaggie

and Chris showed bow teenage expressions of sexuality often reminds parents oftheir own
sexual experiences or mistakes. Although parents like Maggie do not want their teenagers
to ~fonow in their footsteps~%1, many of them do not adequately infonn their teens about
the workings of sex. 1bere are two poSSlole explanations for why parents do not interfere

in their teenagers' sexual lives. One of the reasons could be the non-authoritarian Naskapi
from ofparenting, which was discussed in chapter two. Secondly, in traditional times
sexuality and finding a mate were more or less controlled by the older generations, but

because this is no longer the case parents may be at a loss as how to handle the ~free
expression" of sex seen among teens.

Another reason which may account for why some parents are reluctant to infonn
their teens about sex and the ramifications of being sexually active is because the transfer
ofsexual knowledge, or as Bernstein puts it, learning to love (1995:44), is generally a
difficult and sometimes embarrassing thing to talk about. However. like their North
American non-Aboriginal counterparts, Naskapi teens can tum 10 other avenues for
instruction about these issues. They can learn about sex and their own sexuality through
the sex education program at

schoo~

through the images of Westem media and pop

culture. and perhaps most importantly, from each other. Yet, as the example of Chris and
some of the other male teens showed, these avenues are not always guaranteed to leave

Z7MaJJy pamrts used this ptuasc wbcn they spoke oflheit pasI and bow they do DOt want tbci.r
clilldJenlogolhtoughwbattbcydid.
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teenagers fully aware ofthe natural emotions and feelings surrounding their sexual
identities.

The case ofMaxine depicted another side ofteenage gender relations, sexuality,
and wUchaawaaW. Although It is uncertain whether or not her actions represented an
inversion of the typical gender balance that exists within teenage relations.. we saw that she

had a certain degree of control over the outcome of the situation. This vignette also
represented the fun aspect ofbeing a teenager who is experimenting with sex and
'wUchaawaaw'.

Conclusion

In this chapter our focus was on teenage sexuality, gender relations, and

'w;;choowaaW, which means

~helshe

is going with (goes with) her/him-. -Going with-

someone is not only of the most fun things in their life. but these relations also teach the
teens about adult responsibilities, such as starting a family and relations between men and
women. The different interpretations by male and female teens about sex and love.,
provided us with valuable insight into how each gender experiences these aspects of life.
We learned that girts are genenUy concerned with being in love and having someone. It

was revealed that male teens, who often said that -going with- someone was not very
impon&nt:. also place a significant amount of meaning on their relations.
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Perhaps the most interesting aspect of'wi;chaawaaw' is how the teens have
adapted to changing practices ofcowtship and mate selection. Through tbc:it use ofthe
variables offluidity and the frequent c:xcbange of'niwitimuS partnc:r"S. tcc:nagen are
assuming greater control over these aspects of life than was the case for NasIcapi youth in

the past. Frnally, the vignettes provided us with two different illustrations of how teen
sexuality, gender relations. and 'wiichaawoaw' are treated by teens and their families. On

the one hand, these issues are complicated and difficult to deal with, while, as the second
sketch illustrated,. these aspects ofteen life can also be fun and exciting.
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CHAPTER VI-TIlE ROLE OF mE BUSH IN TEENAGE LIFE

lntrodUctioD

For the Naskapi. the bush has always been one of the most meaningful contexts
through which they define their cultural identity. However, with the decreased economic

value of harvested animals and the move to settled life, leading to the introduction of wage
labour. and the -culture coUapse- (Armitage 1991 :87) experienced by the Naskapi. many
authors argue that bush skills and ideology have become increasingly less important,
especially among the young (ibid.: 1991 :53,; Schuutman 1994: 147; Robbins 1989:10-11).
Despite this, as I will show in this chapter, a significant percentage of teenagers in
Kawawa place a high value on the bush the bush way oflife, such that it is an important
part ortheir identities. I begin by discussing the impact ofthe North Eastern Quebec
Agreement (1978) on bush activity among the Naskapi. Thi!: is roUowed by a description

of how teenagers generally C)tperlence the hunting camp way of life. and the pattern of
decreased time spent in the bush by teens. I then look at the how the teenagers express the
importance oftros way oflife, and how they relate the different contexts of1he bush and
the settlement to the issue ofNasJcapi culture. Finally, in the section entitled -waiting to
learn- I illustrate how the teens fit within the contemporary process of the acquisition of
bush knowledge and hunting skills among the Naskapi.
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The impact of the North Eutera Qaebec Agreement 1M bush activity

As mentioned., there has been a general decline in hunting and bush-related

activities among the Naskapi since their move to settled life in 1956. However. this decline

in the pursuit of the traditional hunting camp way of life is not a linear development. and it
does not affect each sector ofthe population in the same way. Although the cunent
generation ofparents grew up during a time in which when they had few oppornmities to
practice btJsh..<)riented skills. the situation for Naskapi teens today is differenr'. The
signing ofthe North Eastern Quebec Agreement (1978). and the subsequent establishment
of programs in which bush skills are taught, has made it possible for the teens to learn
about and practice siriUs related to the bush in a way that was not available to their
parents. As will be outlined below. the teenagers' participation in such bush-related
programs and activities heJps to account for the imponance they place on the bush.

Seeing as I described the numerous benefits ofthe North Eastern Quebec
Agreement for the Naskapi in chapter three, in the ensuing paragrapils I wish to focus on
two particular programs that have been created through the Agreement, the Hunter's
Support Programme (H.S.P.). and The Naskapi Curriculum Development Project. The
Hunter's Support Programme, which is included in section 19 of the Northeastern Quebec
Agreement, consists ofa Hunter's Support Committee that is made up offoUT Naskapi
28With respect to compcleDCC in the bush, comments from my adult mak frieDds illustrated tile
tbatexi$t berwcen SOCDCaduluaDdtbecuneDt gePICfation oCteenagcrs. ODe IlWl told metbat
about the bush thaD 'M: 00". ADolhcrdmyfricDdssaid
aDd
Steven(wbo were both under 20 yean: oJd at tile time) ale the: best bwtten around. they know more thaD

~

-nave

"tbe)'OWlF geqemion!mows more

me about it"
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hunters who are selected by the band. One oftbe mandates of this committee is to provide
mooctary support for Naskapi be:ndic:iaries who have low incomes (Naskapi Band of

Qu<l><c Annual Report 1996-.7,36). Howeva-. ".m.ps the most importam fimctioo of
the flS.P. is the organiz:irls ofcommunal hunts wbicb take place several times tllrougbout

the,.... (ee. the 6011 caribou bunring on<! the 'I""'a goose b<eok). Owing tbeoe
community-wide trips to the bush there are certain rules. albeit ~ informal. which the

Naskapi participants must: follow. They are required to stay in the bush for the duration of
the hunt, bunters are asked to shoot only what they need, and to donate a portion oftbeir

kill to a future community event or to those who are unable to hunt for themselves
(primarily elders and single mothers). Since the Naskapi teens view these hunts as being

integral to their bush experience. as we wiU see in upcoming sections., and because they

are made possible through because of the North Eastern Quebec Agreement, the
Agreement has had a direct influence on the degree to which the teens are able to prKtice.

lcam. and consequently value. the bush way of life.

Another equally important component of the Nonh Eastern Quebec Agreanertt,

and one which has a direct bearing on the teaching and learning of traditiooal knowledge
for the teenagers., is that of education. The Naskapi Curriculum Development Project

plays a central role in the establishment of a learning environment which is conducive to
Naskapi culture and learning style (in fact,. the Naskapi are currently laking steps 10

assume complete control over their education system). An example of the influence oflhis
Project in the lives of young Naskapi is the establishment ora bilingual (Naskapi and
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English) imtruction program for all scbool children. Numerous workshops and training
'"""" fo< youth ha"" abo been aute<! wba< lb<y "" wogbt. ......uy by loca1 Nasbpi
elden., about tnditionaI skiI1s and the tamting camp way oflife. In their efforts to rekiDdJe
an imcn:st in Naskapi culture amoos the teens, the Nasbpi CwricWum Devdopmem:

Program also works in conjunc:tioo with the band office« the Nasbpi Devdopmem:
CorponltionlP. In 1996 for example, these two orgaoitations cc>spoosored an exchange
trip, which was carried out by skidoo. between teenagers and dders from Kawawa and the

community ofKuujuuaJ20. The Naslc:api constituents first travelled to Kuujuuak, and then
teens and elders from that community visited Kawawa. Virtually everyone in Kawawa
owns a T-shirt depicting this event. and they are worn with pride by Naskapi ofall ages.

As shown through the examples of the Hunter's Suppon Programme and the

Nasbpi CurricuJum Devdopment Project, many initiatives are being taken by the Nubpi
to ensure that the teenagers have the oPJXX1W1ity to learn about and praaice skill related
to the bush way of life. Not only do these programs exist, but from my observatioas in
Kawawa, the teenagers wKldy participate in these activities and display a geminc: interest

in them. Hence., although there has been a general decline in the practice ofthe bunting

l"Tbe Naskapi Ondopmeat Corpotation isa!soa pnlductoft.bc N.E.Q.A.. aDd thisqency is
mainly respoqsible for" cultural pn:;ceu ard prupams whicb aR limed It Pft:SiCMn& Naskapi hislory.
Tbeytoo bavemaayollheirowa projcas uodcrway. SId as trIlIS1ali.DI the BibkaDd Naskapi \qItDds,
toponomy srudic:s, as we1I as anl.hnlpologic:al ~ into the Ft McKemie period olNasIcapi bislcwy
(1915-1956).

3~uujuuak. which is nDW&Il Inuit almmunity in uoctbenl Quebec. isloc:ated on tbe site of the

rormer Hudsoa Bay Company uading poril kno'a1l as Fort Chimo. Fort Chimo was boo:le to the NasUpi.
rormaDy)'Qf$ (5I:lC 6gwelWO). and because 1D05Iteenagen; bave not visiledtJUsKwjuuak. Lhistripwu
seeo by panidpaDts aDd members of the community as a way to iDUoclucUlf: tbem to an i.mportaDt put of
tbcirllistory.
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camp way oflife among the Naskapi since their move from the bush to the settJement.
there appears to be a resurgence of interest in busb-oriented activities among the Naskap~
including the teenagers.

The tee• • bush

Upel'ieDU

Our examination ofOOsb life. or -camping-, as it is also referred to by the NasIcap~
is based on data acquired from a week-end trip [ took with my Naskapi family, along with
details of the teenagers' own experiences told to me by my young informants. [t is
somewhat unfortunate that my stay in Kawawa was only during the spring and summer
months. because [

was not able to gather information on half of the yearly bush cycle., and

also because these months are the least favourite times of year for most people, including
teens. Despite this disadvantage. what I offer as observations oCbush life do represent an
accurate. if rather basic., general description oCteenage camping experiences (for a
comparable situation of the fall hunting activities see Armitage 1991 :56-15).

While some oCthe older male teenagers tive in the bush for extended lengths of
time., the majority ofteens go camping for weekends., staying in cabins at Iron Ann Lake.,
or longer periods during the community hunts. which usually last ten days. At Iron Arm
(or Kaachikaayaahch-literaUy 'at the place where it narrows'), which is roughly an hour
away from Kawawa, there are approximalely 40 cabins lining the shore oCthe lake)l. All

Jt ll isofinteresl that troa Arm, which is consideraIa part oftJlc Naskapi anocstraI.lwnting
territory. isllClually IocaIccI inI...abrador. TbebolclttbetweenQucbccand I...abr3dor is an artificial ODe in
the miDdsortJlc Naskapi. and because they cootinue toexelCise tbc:irhistorica1 usufructuaIy rigblS in me
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but two of these. which

were fonnerty owned by white miDeR, belong to the Nasbpi and

are slw'ed amoog various members of each family. Wbeo the teens 80 to the bush they are

gmeralIy with their relatives,

Of'

sometimes they stay with the &miIy of their frieods..

In the bush the teenagers are ofteD separated from their families. They travel in

srnaI1 same-sex groups. visiting from cabin to cabln.. Teeoage boys may gather aD the lake.
and travel around on snowmobiles or go ice fishing. At: other times teens may walk
around in a larger mixed-sex groups along the sides of the road. Much of this activity is
similar to the kind of activities they follow while in the settlement. However, there is

another side of their camping experience which is more 'tBditional' and is more gender
specific in nature. For the most put, more so than the teenage boys and young men, the
female teens remain in the house (usually with the other women in the family Of' group)

much more than the teenage boys, tending to the prepantion offood, tidying up the cabin,
or baby.sitting. The male teenagers, on the other band. when not hanging out with other
teens, spend the bulk oftheir' time outdoors. sometimes by themselves or with the older
men in the group. At these times they may be:lp with the skinning and processing of game
or tend to their fishing holes.

For the most part. the teenagers seem to enjoy camping and participating in bushoriented activities. When asked what they enjoyed about being in the bush, the teenagers
told me they liked the peace and quiet, visiting, eating and preparing bush food, hunting,
spending time with their relatives. and being there with their mends. Some of the older
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teenage boys also said that they liked bow there is always something to do in the bush,
which is in contrasl to many descriptions of living in Kawawa. They rarely complained of

being bored in the bush, and those that did were usua1ly girts. who said this in refen::oce to
time spent alooe with their families.

During my interviews with both male and female teenagers, I found their pattern of
going to the bush to be remarkably consistent. When they were children they went

camping with their families at least a few times a month, depending on the season. Fall and
winter were gcncraUy their favourite times because there were -no flies- and they all
enjoyc:i eating caribou

meat. which was fresh at that time of year.

For most of them., as they became teenagers. they began going to the bush less and
less. The reasons given for no longer going on a regular basis

WU"e

similar to those we

would heat from North American teenagers describing family trips or outings. Typically

the girls said they went less often because there were no showers. no television, the flies
were bad., and they

were bored withjusl their family. Also, they had an increased interest

in boys, which was another major reason to stay behind in the settlement. Some oftbe

boys expressed a similar boredom with going to the bush and also cited

-giris~ as

a major

detClTcnt to leaving the settlement. However, there were other young men who continued
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to go 10 the bush regularly, They spoke highly of the bush, and oftheir fedings ofsocial
solidarity with other male frieods and family members, and how this closeness was realized

within the context of hunting.

The importallce of the bush way of life 10 tbe teenagen

The various ways in which the leens expressed the importance ofthe bush reveals
much about their perceptions of their traditions, and of their identity as Naskapi. Despite
the fact that they all admitted 10 going to the bush less frequently as they reached their
teenage years, they each told me how important it was for them to learn about the hunting
camp way of life and they all said that they wanl to learn morc, One girl, who hardly went
to the bush at all, said thai the most important thing she has been taught was to know
about the bush, because the Naskapi could end up living there again, Another girl told me
that she would rather be a boy -because they can hunt-. A few ofthc boys told me that

they enjoy hunting and that lhis enjoyment is something their parents see as important
because through hunting, as one boy said -so I will remember them-, Other teens
preferred the periodic. communal sojourns to the bush, as opposed 10 the one or two
family group excursions, because -it's more fun-.

A fascinating example ofthe importance of the bush to teens is that of Jason, who
is 13 years old and regarded as a maturing hunter. This teenager was first introduced 10
me by his 24 year old uncle (who is himseJfvery weU educated in bush skills), who said
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that I should start my research with him -because he's a hunter". Soon thereafter I learned

that Jason orients the bulk ofms thoughts and convenarions in relation to the specific
animals that are associated with each time of year. In the summer he talks about fish. in
the fall it is canbou, in the winter he is consumed with ptarmigan. and in the spring be
focuses on geese. The interesting thing about t1Us teenager is that while his extreme
involvement with, and love of; the bush is widely reoognized, he is only just at the turning
point in the typical pattern of teens. when they begin to be reluctant about going to the
bush. It remains to be seen whether or not he truly is an exception to the rule. or whether

he too will become part of the teenage pattern of reduced time spent in the bush.

Teeo culture coatrut betweea bunting life and the settlement

In an attempt to gain additional insight into how the bush, living in the settlement.

and their Naskapi culture is incorporated into the teenage worldview ( asked them a series
of questions in which they were to choose between a number of variables, both cultural
and temporal (see Table 3). As the chart shows, the majority of the teens clearly expressed
their desire to live in the present., in the settlement., and to have a job. Their answers
pertaining to culture loss were quite varied. Some ofthe teenagers display an apparent
ambivalence in answering the questions: for example. some wanted to live in the past.. but
chose to have a job; and one teen wanted to live full time in the bush, but she chose to
have a job over being a hunter. The exact meaning of the teens' ambivalence is difficult to
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discern. It may be symptomatic of the specific conditions which they face. or these
seemingly contradictory answers cou.ld be representative of the more general issue that all
Naslcapi are dealing

with. that of making the choice between life in the settlement and that

of the bush.

While teenagers choose to live in present-day conditions over those of the bush or
the past, it is interesting that tbcit rationale does not necessarily lie in a definite preference
for one way oflife over another. Instead, their reasons are indicative of their awareness of
what each way of life can offer. along with their abilities to achieve each lifestyle. A
number ofteens told me that they would rather have ajob because they need to feed
themselves. and they explained that because of the many conditions which affect hunting, a
person is not always guaranteed a successful kill. Similarly, when speaking of the past they
described that way oftife as extremely difficult and some ofthem told me that their
grandparents have said that they should consider themselves lucky because they did not
have to live the way they did.

Judging from the chart we can see that although the majority ofteenagers prefer
life in the settlement over that of the bush. a significant number ofthose who said that they
do want to live in the settlement also said that they would like to live in the past. While
this response pattern may seem rather contradictory. when the teens explain their
selections we can gain a better understanding ofwhat the bush and life in the settlement
mean to them. For example. those who said they would rather live in the bush or in the
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past told me that

there are too many "crazy things" (i.e. drinIcing, drugs. violence) iq

Kawawa. and because they envision life in the past as more peaceful they would have
rather lived during that time. So while the bush is valued in its own right, wbeo its
importance is explained through an opposition to Kawawa, we see not only their support
of bush life. but also some of their negative feelings about the settlement.

Table 3 RESPONSES By NASKAPI TEENS AB0trr

TIlE HUNJJNG WAY OF

lIFE THE SErn..EMENI AND CI n n fRE

Would you like
to live in
the past?

Would you live
in the bush
full·time?

Would you like
to bea hunter
or have a job?

""'then
been any loss
of culture?

no, do both
y"

both
job
job
job
job
job
job
job
both

yes
no
yes
no
sort of
yes
a bit

job

yos

Name
Robecca
Joyce
Toni
Rbooda

y"
no
y"
no

Sham.

'0
.0
.0

Ma<y

M"",.
Derek
Pet.,Robert
P,,",
Bcem

.0
'0
.0
.0

no

no-yes
'0

y"

don't know

y"
no

",-no

One of the more complicating maners to analyse are those instances when an

informant changes his answer about a particular question. A few days prior to our
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interview I saw John, who was working at his summer job at the Naskapi Development
Corporation, looking through some old photos ofNaskapi people. I asked him if he would
have rather lived during the past. He said yes because. -there were less girl problems". In
saying yes. he was valuing the past against something he saw as negative about the
present-day conditions. Yet, when I interviewed him, be said that he would DOt like to
have lived in the past. When I brought to his attention the fact that he had changed his
mind be stuugged his shoulders and proceeded to descn"be bow hard life was then and that

this was his reason for wanting to live now. From my observations. John's transition, from
seeing the past as refuge to seeing the past as impossible was a way of explaining his
feelings on these different time periods. This holding of two contrary ideas simultaneously
may reveal something of the complications faced. by teens living in the modem settlement.
However. people often change their minds for reasons that are difficult to determine and
the apparent inconsistency in John's answers cannot necessarily be attributed to an
accompanying ambivalence about his identity. He may have just simply changed his mind.

Perhaps the most difficult category of answers to understand are those pertaining
to culture 10ss.)2 Looking at the responses to the question "is any ofyour culture being
lost?", we can see that four teens said yes, three said no, two said "a bit" or "son of", and
the remaining three were either undecided or did not Icnow bow they felt about the

32 ne teenagerS' p::n::eptions or culrure loss is an especially interesting and complex issue to
WKIersIaod.Altbougb.theNaskapi[censusethewordaalrurefftquently,~isundoul:lU:dlya~

way in wbich Ihey cooccptualize the pbeoomenoo of aa1tv.te. Understandirlg the difference between their
c:onccplofcultweand bow they express tbeir idcasabout tbeirculrure 10 me inEoglish, isa mattefof
IlaDSIation. Although this issue: is tooOJOlpIex ror me to f'ullyc:xpJore, because itditcctly rdates to the
imerviewqucstions I asked tbctfltDS,1 wish 10 make OOIeofiL
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question. As was mentioned earlier, those who responded 'yes' to this question tended to
choose to live in the past, which was thought to rep..esc:nt a way ofprotecting, or
expressing an affinity for, their culture. It would stand to reason then, that those woo did
not feel their culture was threatened would also not see the need to live in the past or in
thc bush, which

was the case for aU but one of the 'no' respondeut. The teens who said

-sort of". -a bit-, and -don't know" are harder to assess, but one could say that they feel
that there is some culture loss occurring.

These responses illustrate not only the variety of opinions held by the teens about

the bush-oriented way of life. but to a certain degree it also shows that bush life and the
related activities are still very important to this genen.tion. Along with having their own
ideas on this topic, they also have their own solutions to preventing culture loss. When
asked what would happen if no onc went to the bush anymore the teenagers (as well as all
of the adults I discussed this issue with) all said that there would always be someone to go
to for learning about the bush, either grandparents or relatives. The teenagcrs also said
that the school system should take more responsibility for teaching them about their
culture, through culturally appropriate text books and by bringing elders, commonly
referred to as resource people-, into the classroom. Many of these initiatives are being
ft

implemented at Iunmy Sandy Memorial School most notably the use oflocal elders and
the intrCKIuction of the Naskapi Curriculum Development Project n.

l'This program is designed toenoourage lbeincofPOl1l1.ioo of Native 1l..istcKy, kaming styles, and
language into the scbool curriculum. locIuded in the project an:= thiDp such as promotion of NasIcapi
culture week. CIHlJdination of NatM: skills camping trips. supplementation of lbc irItroducliolI to
lCChnology course with Native skills, andcu1twaI and bilingual instruction (Robinson 1993:17-18).
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Waitin. to Ieara

Our discussion has shown that the issue ofculture loss, especially among youth, is
a prevalent one for the people ofKawawa, along with those who write about the Naskapi.
The pattern of decreased time spent in the bush by teenagers, seems to feed into this

paradigm. Given these observations. is culture loss as inevitable as it seems? If so, what
does this mean for future generations? A weekend fishing trip into the bush with several
men and three male teenagers from the community shed a great deal of light onto the
cyclical nature of the process ofthe acquisition of bush knowledge among the Naskapi. In
the ensuing section I will descnbe how Naskapi involvement with the bush not only
regenerates this fonn oCknowledge across the generations, but that contemporary
conditions arc: allowing for new ways ofleaming which blur the fonnerly rigid lines of
age-related skill attainment and act to ensure that although some ·wait to learn w , they are

still acquiring this essential cultural experience.

The fishing trip was one ofthe things I cherish most about my stay in Kawawa. It
was late August. and I was accompanying 1 men and three male teenagers into the bush for
the weekend, hopefuJly to catch Brook trout (or "speckles" as they are called locally). We
left on Friday after the men had finished work, and as we hurriedJy picked up people and
last minute supplies our levels ofanticipation and excitement were running high. The
situation was especially emotionally charged because there had been a plane ccash earlier
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that afternoon at the same location where we were leaving from. and two women who
were cooks OD their way to an outfitting camp died. Despite the slightly eerie feeling we
had, each of us contnbuted our money for the retwn trip, said good-bye to the family
members who were there to see us of( and

we bopped on the bush planes.

From my position at the back: of the plane I bad a clear view of the men during our
ride. They leaned close to !he windows and eagerly discussed the spots below, debating
whether or not they would be good for trapping, fishing, or other forms of hunting. As
one ofmy friends told me on several occasions ·we're always looking for new spots [for
hunting]". The men were also very considerate of me, and because I could not understand
much of what they said in NasJcap~ they took the time to point out where they set their
traps., places that are ideal for geese hunting, and the small areas of water which are good
for fishing. As I sat there I remember think:ingthat they read the land as ifit were a text.

What I saw was beautiful. A multitude of bodies of water were scattered throughout the
terrain and low rusty coloured ridges rose above the level ofthe land. What seemed lilce
thousands of trees blanketed the surface below and patches of tundra stretched beyond my
view. When we landed the sun was lowering, but it was still bright and the light blue sky

was clear.

We glided onto the lake and used our canoe, which also served as a vessel for our
gear, as a bridge between the plane and dry land. Once across a smaU section of one of the
neuby fishing streams we erectecl our tents, organized the camp area, and a fire was
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started. While much of our foodstufF and gear were store-bought products, our activities

and the pattern ofour daily life was similar to how the Naskapi lived in the bush in the
past. In fact., one of the men, in a rather self-assured manner, commented that unlike some
of the Montagnais people he knows, the Naskapi do DOt rely on modern tocbnologica1
instruments (i.e. televisions.. radios) to ease the rigoun: ofbush life,

-we have no contact

with the outside world· he said.
Over the next few days we followed the rhythm ofbush living. We arose very early

each morning and ate all ofour meals (which ranged from hot dogs, white bread, and pop
to tea, potatoes and the fish we caught) communally around the fire. Then the men
prepared their fishing gear, packed small lunches of high calorie foods. and they advised
me what to take along. We would then set off in single file through the bush, heading
·upstream-. As we travelled throughout the day people chose different spots to fish at or
took alternate routes to a new area, and so there was a steady divergence and coming
together ofthe group. Upon our return to the camp another flow ofaetivities was
automatically entered into. lbe men unpacked their gear, the fish were cleaned, wood was
chopped, a meal was usually begun, clothes were hung to dry. and everyone busied
themselves with tasks oftbeir own.

In his discussion of the importance of the bush among the lnnu., Armitage makes
the point that some lnnu only feel at home in the bush, and it is only in this context that
this fonn of knowledge should be transmitted (1991:66). Looking back on my
observations of when and how I was shown about the bush, the same point applies.
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However. as Armitage notes, it was more than merely being told about the bush in the
bush, there was a distinctly speciallrind of meaning that seemed to be attached to our
actions and interactions. It may have been that they were as excited as I was to be out

there. but I sensed that the whole experience. ofbeing in the bush, ofdepending on one
another to a certain degree., oftalking about the bush, that they were able to realize and
exercise, in the appropriate way, a part of themselves that is impoSSIble to achieve in the
settlement. As one ofthem said the first night when we were sitting around the fire. "this
is part ofbeing a Naskapi-.

Perhaps the most significant thing about my fishing trip was the men themselves,
all but the three teenagers fit within the middle generation ofNaskapi (those age 20-45).
This is imponant for two reasons. Firstly. from the scant literature available on Naskapi

youth. I found that it mostly focuses on the decades of the [ate 60's-70's. when this group
of men were growing up. This body of work. along with. and perhaps more importantly.
accounts given by the men on this trip. describe the youth of that era as rarely going to the
bush (Martin 1971: 17; Robbins 1975: 103). SecondJy. when this fact is coupled with our
knowledge that Naskapi teenagers also admit to going to the bush less frequently than
Lloaey did as children. the following dilemma arises: how and when did these men learn
enough to become competent bushmen? Also. how does the transmission of these sIcills to
the younger generation work, especially when the teens admit to going to the bush less?

While this is a somewhat complex puzzle. when additional observations are
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worked into the equation a clearer picture emerges. For instance, from the knowledge

possessed by each member of the fishing trip, these men of the middle generation
obviously learned bush skills from someone after their teen years.)( Similarly, because the
teenagen on the trip were confident and knowledgeable in their own right we can infer

that the genenl teen pattern ofbush interaction does DOt apply to all teens. t1lerefore, the
cycle of teenage interaction with the bush should oot alarm the

Naskap~

there is not

necessarily going to be a cultural vacuum ofbush knowledge for the future. Hence, what
this data reveals is that despite the socio-economic difficulties experienced by the Naskapi
and the general decrease in the economic importance of hunting, there is a deep underlying
value which continues to be placed on the acquisition and practice ofbush skills.

From this example of the 6shing trip, we can see that a shift in how and when
people learn about the bush is OCCUlTing. As survival is no longer dependent upon hunting

capabilities and because wage employment is occupying an increasingly prominent place in
the Naskapi economic system, it is no longer important for a person to learn bush skills for

survival purposes. Today, the important thing is learning these skills in general, and at one
time or another, depending on personal situation and the eagerness ofme learnee. to pass
them on.

JCSeveraI of the men loki me thatwben they became ~cd in Ieamin&lDOleabout the bush
they went to older rdativcs or siblings for insuuction. Whilc a certain dcgn:e of social stigma may be
as50Ciatcd with "waiting to Ic:am~, ilsccms that the basic acquisition of this fonuofkDowledgie is ~
importanttbaawbenitislearocd..
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Coadusioa

In the paragraphs above I have attempted to make sense of teenage involvement
with the bush. What I have also tried to do is piece together bits of data which help to
complete the pietw'e of the contemporary pattern of hunting and bow the teenagers will
figure within this pattern. Through this anal)'Sis several. important points have surfaced.
Despite the somewhat pessimistic local (and academic) forecast for the gathering of
traditional skills among the youth. our data shown that the teenagers possess a strong
interest in the bush, both symbolically and in a tnOI'e practical sense. Also, as the Naskapi
have responded to changing socio-cultura.l conditions. a new stage in the acquisition of

this knowledge has appeared. that which I have referred to as "waiting to learn". When
the unique conditions which allowed for such a process to take place are also taken into
consideration. namely the NEQA and related programs, what emerges is a new lrind of
cycle ofbush involvement for Naskapi in general. The contemporary system ofbush
interaction works not nec:essari.ly to ensure that boys become men once they are eligible
hunters. but to ensure that as either a boy or a man they can take their place within the
cycle and begin to learn.
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CHAPTER VU-CDNCLUSIQN

The characterization ofthe period ofadolesc:eoce as one of crisis has been
ingrained in our social fabric to such a degree that it is often assumed to be a universal
feature that can be found in all cultures. However, as I have argued, this theory is rooted

in Western thought and is based on the adolescent experience in complex industrial
societies. Through the use of ethnographic data on Naskapi teenagers I have shown that

there are specific cultural factors at work that can help explain why these teens do not go
through an identity crisis similar to that espoused in the Western models ofadolescencc.
Another point which bas been made in this thesis is that, contrary to the popular
description ofNaskapi teens, that they are -between two worlds-, the teenagers of
Kawawa appear to be capable individuals who take what they can. or need., from both
traditional and modem fonns ofNaskapi cultural identity to create their own fonns of
expression and identity which are representative of their particular social group.

Although being a teenager involves considerable ups and downs., the reasons for
the difficulties experienced during this time vary cross--culturaJly and are specific to a given
group ofpeople. In Western models, adolescence is seen as the defining period of life,
during which one's future 'career' is decided upon and one's personal identity is achieved.
However, until as recently as two generations age, for the Naskapi an individual's identity

and social role was known at birth. depending on one's gender. Despite the fact that the
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Naskapi are now participants in the same socially and technologically advanced world that

we belong to, as we saw in chapter two, for the teens ofKawawa today, adolescence is
still not a period of preparation for adult roles.

The Naslcapi non-authoritarian form of parental guidance is another key factor
which influences how the teenagers approach and deal with their future. The value which
continues to be placed by the Naskapi on the personal autonomy ofothers makes it
somewhat difficult for parents to push their teens to pursue career goals and to become
successful. Since they are usually not pressured by their parents to choose and plan for a
career during this period, and because many see adulthood as a more difficult time of life.,
the teens remain in their current group for as long as possible.

The way in which the Naskapi teenage social role is perceived by the rest of

society also has an impact on the teens as they come of age. Given the diversity of social
roles and cultural influences available to teenagers today, in contrast to the past, there is,
as yet, no definite social role for this group. Seeing as the older generations generally view
them as being immature when compared [0 youth in the past., the negative characteristics
which they attribute to the 'teenage' stage., which are actually representative of changes
occurring in the whole of Naskapi society, not just among the teens, are used by the adults

and elders as a way to channel their disillusionment with the more general socio-a.1ltural
changes. That there is no teenage social role which is validated by the rest of society,
while having some negative consequences for the teens (i.e. being -blamed- for things
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which are beyond their control), also helps to account for some of the differences between
Naskapi and Western forms of adolescence.

The final point about the inappropriate application ofWestern modds of
adolescence to Naskapi teens is that of the common perception of teenage behaviour and
activities. Teenage behaviour is geoeralJy depicted as being wild, rebellious., and foolish.
Yet, at times teens indulge in sex, alcohol, petty aime, or drugs for the pure bedonistic

joy of the activity itself. Doing fun things and having fun is integral to being a teenager.
Contrary to Erikson's theory, the pursuit offun is often related to the enjoyment of the
activities themselves, and is not always necessarily representative oftheir psychological
maladjustment

Thus, the experience of being a NasJcapi teen is both fun and difficult. However, as
[ have illustrated throughout this thesis., the reasons for why it can be a tumultuous period
are somewhat different from those of Westem adolescents. Theirs is a world informed by
many different cultural influences and contrasting traditions, yet the Naskapi teenagers
emerge as resilient creators of their own unique identity, as teenagers of the tundra.
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Klkanish-My People

They walked like the canbou
They foUowed the canbou's path

And somewhen within ourselves

We are proud to be ofthose
Who walked for survival

(Kashtin, '/nnu'. 1994).
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